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ABSTRAC'r AND INTRODUCTION o

rhe problem, that is discussed in this paper, is the methodological problem which part R of a: scientific theory T is to be rej~£_ted after this theory has been falsified, in particular by an observational result F. In other words, we are in search of the 'rejection rule' connected with (empirical) falsification. The problem is thus the very heart of the falsificationist methodology,
as developed in the Duhem-Popper-Lakatos tradition in philosophy.
After having presented a very simple though practical syntax
in chapter 1 and having listed some problem-posing methodological distinctions in chapter 2, we come to a further problem-posing in chapter 3 and discuss there the major accounts in the
literature.

In our discussion of Popper's account we have devoted some extra att ention to the method of the 'Popperian modus tollens ' .
15 This method states that R can only lay within, and not outside,
the part U of the theory which is actually used in the derivation
of the falsified observational statement L• .Against Popper weargue that, first, there are problems in the determination of U, and,
second, that even if U is known then there still are epistemologi20 cal objections against the idea as such.
In our discussion of Lakatos' account, which is given after a
short reconstruction of his 'Methodology of Scientific Research
Prograllll:les', we have proposed several criticisms, a.o. of the criterion of 'novel fact'-production in scientific progress.
25 A more important criticism is directed against Lakatos' conventional election of a 'hard core' P0 in a'research programme ' . This conventionalist decision relies, just like most other accounts but
more crucial than them, on the 'Duhem-Quine-thesis' in the sense
that a direct logical-empirical 'disproof' of a separate part R
30 of a theoretical system is proclaimed to be impossible. This l!!::
bitrarity in the determination of R is exploited by Lakatos to
decide by convention that R is chosen outside the ' hard co re ' P .
0
Thus the 'hard core' P0 is the part of T which is 'held true come
what may' within a given 'research programme'.
35
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In this paper, that arbitrarity as proclaimed by the 'holist'
conception of theories in the spirit of the Duhem- Quine thesis,
is questioned. Our claim is, that there is a logical-empirical
research possible inj;o the determination of the re.jected part R.

iii.
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That research-strategy, outlined in chapter 4, has as its central idea the con.struction of new theories T' next to T, by replacing a part R of T by a new pa.;-t N. Denoting the common part
of T and T' by T , we can thus write
0
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= T

0

T' = T
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After that, one performs crucial eX,Periments between T and T'.
One thus gains empirical information about the comparison of
T and T'. But we are here comparing two 'wholes' which differ
only in a part; therefore this empirical comparison of T and T'
is methodologically equivalent to an empirical comparison of R
and N. It is then possible that one finds a convincing outcome
to reject (or maintain) a certain Ron empirical grounds. The
chance to find an empirically compelling outcome is increased
by trying different parts R~ and replacing each of them by different new parts Nv :comparison of T with thus constructed adjustments T~v of itself will the~ constitute an empirical cross-examination of all parts Ra of the theory.
Additional theoretical and heuristic considerations are taken
to be important, but we do not focus on them in this paper. We
allow the invokation of specific types of heuristics 1f« and
background knowledges B~ in a division of labour. Since each
specific 1'_ and Bot loosens the empirical grip that one has on the
·theory T, we demand a proliferation of such divisions in or:ier
to maximalize the empirical grip on all parts of T.
We argue that the famous Duhem-argument against the experimentum crucis, and the Kuhn-Feyerabend problems about 'incommensurability' and 'Kuhn-losses', are of no special hinderance t o thi s
method.

30

The method does not always guarantee a unique outcome of 1 ,
and is as fallible as any other logical-empirical met hod .
As a special case, we compare our account of t he measuremen~
of abstract-theoretical quantities (e.g. Planck's con sta.~ t ) wit~
the account of Duhem, Popper and Lakatos.

35

In chapter 5, we give an informal upshot anct ( somewhat pol emical) extra emphasis on the primary epistemological issue involved, in particular in connection with the rejection me thodo-

iv.
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logy of Lakatos. The main tenet is that the Lakatosian election
of a 'hard core' PO decides by convention in advance what could
.s!a..4 should be decided by logical-empirical research in t he course
of time. We therefore see little difference between a 'hard core'strategy and the mnintainance of a prejudice, and reject the conception of a 'hard core' together with the underlying holistic
conception of theories in the style of the Duhem-Quine-thesis •

•
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If the general methodological views in this paper are tenable
on general grounds, then the next step should be their confrontation with significant examples from actual science or its history.
In this paper, however, that is not yet undertaken; the emphasis
is laid on generality and simplicity, and on expounding the logical structure of the general problem.
we also t ake the stand that, although the confrontation of a methodological rule with actual scientific examples is important,
this confrontation cannot lead to a 'refutation' of the one or
the other, since methodological rules are ultimately intellectual
conventions. The primary wa:y to 'refute ' a methodological rule is
to replace it by a 'better' one, for example like we want to replace the Lakatosian 'hard core'-strategy by a more logical-empirical method.
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Chapter 1:
1

PRELIMINARY: THE THEORY-MODEL.

In this pnper WP will, for the sake of argument and simplicity, adopt the following schematic theory-model.
A scientific theory r is represented as a logical conjunction of all its independent statements H , H , ••• :
2
1

n

5

10

T =

A

'l~ I

Hi

(1.1)

They are n (finite) in number.
With 'independence' we mean the following. In general, a
statement Sis 'independent of' a class A of statements iff
neither A f- S nor A r
-, S holds. (Here, 'f- ' stands for logical deducibili ty). In our special case, 'independence' state s
that
T l+ Hi
(1.2)
1
Ti t+ i Hi

for all i, where T stands for the theory
1
scrapped; so
n

15

T. =
1
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( 1. 3)

·r

in which Hi is

/\ H
;·=,.
j
'¢.1

(and 'I+-' stands for non-~ed.ucibility).
Since, then, one cannot ded uce every statement from T1 , it
follows that the T. are logically consistent. And therefore
J.
any set of less then n statements Hj is consistent. So, it
is guaranteed that any scrapping of statements Hj out of T
leads to a consistent rest T •
0
We now add the extra assumption that
( 1.4)
Tis consistent

The sort of statements Hi is, if desired, specifiable by
means of other theory-models. For instance, in Carnap's
'double language'-theorymodel <1 ), the Hi would cover the
'theoretical postulates' and the 'rules of correspondence'.
In Lakatos' 'Methodology of Scientific Research Programmes'
( 2 ), the Hi would cover the postulates of the 'hard core'
and the 'auxiliary hypotheses' which are adopted in the given
stage o f the 'research programme'.
Usually one thinks of Tarski's deductive theory-model,
where the theory is represented as a set (not: a conjunction)
of premisses H1 , H2 , •••
from which conclusions can be de3
duced ( ) . These latter are left out of (1.1) by our assumption
of independence; in Tarskian words: our Tis not a 'consequenc e
class'.

1
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In actual applications, the theo ry Twill be combined with
a 'background-knowled5e • B. This means, in our model, that a.rl
observational statement L is no ·t strictly derived from T, but
from the conjunction T I\ B. The conception of a 'b ackground
knowledge' was brought into prominence by Duhem springi.ng o 'ff
his considerations about the test of a 'whole theoretical group'
4
( ) in crucial experiments, and was further developed by a.o.
Popper and Feyerabend .
The invocation of Bin actual derivations marks a. further
difference, of high epistemological import ance , betw(rnn 'l'a:-:3k.i ' s
theory-model and the one here adopted. For Tarski, L would be
a theorem in the theory.
We will !!Q!. assume here that B can explicitly be represented.
N
as a finite conjunction
B = /\ B. •
i= I
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In fact, B may consist of infinitely many statements, of which
in an actual scientific situation only a (finite) part is ~ade
explicit and/or is used.
We assume that a clear-cut distinction between 'I and B has
been made, although the precise location of the boundary line
will contain conventions of some arbitrarity. The precis e
choice of the T - B - distinction does not 8.L"'l.d should not plo..,y·
an essential role in the following.
Our next assumption is that
T /\ B is consistent
From this it follows that
B is consistent
and that T and B are independent of each other. r.rl:is la.t'ter
means, more explicitly, that if T and B are any par~s ( 5 )
0
0
of T resp. B (so Tl- T , Bf-B ), we have that
0

30

T rf0

(1.r11)

o

iB

0

B

tr

B

t+ ·1 T

0
0

36

0

T LL B
Orr

35
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T

( 1.8)
( 1. 9)

0
0

(1.10)

Here, (1.7) and (1.9) follow from the clear-cut distinction
between T and B, and (1.8) and (1.• 10) {which are logically
equivalent) f ollow from (1.5).

3.
1
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If necessary, one can in the following take 'B' to stand
for the used background knowledge, that is, the part of the
total background knowledge that is actually applied in tho
relevant problem-situation ( 6 ), in particular the derivation
of L. That will :end extra plausibility to a$swnption (1.5 ) (1.6).
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About the role of this theory-model we comment the f ollowing. In general, the adoption of a theory-.model has a strongly conventional element, and serves primarily the purpose of
the philosophical problem at stake. It is theref ore :1ot to t he
point to criticize the model on the grounds that it gives no
'realistic' picture of an actual scientific t heory when the
difference between model and 'reality' plays no essential role
in the problem at stake. Therefore, the model canno t s i .r.iply
be 'falsified' by independent counterexamples, since i t is
not intended to be an independent 'premiss' in the following
discussion.
For instance, it is not at all intended that one should first
complete independence-proofs in order to identify the II. , and
l.
only then move over to chapter 2. That would erro.~eously tn.kc
our theory-model to be an independent prel i minary assumpt ion .
Analogous appreciation is called f or i n tho dis t incti on be tween
T and B (t his chapter) and in the distinction between observ at i onal and other statements (next chap t er). It can be a problem to demarcate between criti cism of views and criticism of
style of representation. The model only f unctions in t he present discussion as a whole, and one c a.. '11 onl y cri t ic i ze it whe.c
its shortcomings do actually play an e s sent i al rol e i n t ~o discussion as a whole.
Ye hold that 'the real' s truc t ure of a scient i f i c theory,
if that is to stand for a purpose-independen t t co!1vention- independent picture of the theory, doesn't exist.
A theory-model can only be 'refuted' by proposing an alternative and showing that it serves given purposes 'better•.
Our model, characterized by (1.1), (1. 5) and (2. 2 ), gi ves a
very simple syntax of considerable pr actical v alue f or at least
our present problem.

Chapter 2:
1

5

THE CLASH BETWEEN THEORY AND EXPERIMENT

Let F be a 'potential falsifier' of the theory T. With this
we will mean the following:
(2 .1)
Fis an observational statement,
There is an observational statemen.t L wi t h
and
(i)

T/\B f- L

(ii)

Ff-

1 L

(2.2 )
(2.3)

In (ii) it is stated that F contradicts a conclusion of the

10
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theory (or rather, of T /\ B). We assume that the applied scientific language cont ains sufficient hidden premisses to mak e t he
deductions like (2.3) valid(?).
For the sake of argument and simplicity, we will leave ou t
that in (1) initial conditions are used. The same ini t ial conditions will presumably occur in F. Also, we will not go iz~to
Popper's re(uirement that F must be a 'fortified observat ional
statement' a), leading to the problem whether Fis a uni versal
statement or not. Also, we will take a sufficiently cle ar distinction between observational statements and other statemen ts
for granted ( 9 ). All that we are aiming at here i s t hat the re
is a (clear) inconsistency between Tl\ Band F, and t here ~ore,
as one puts it, a disagreement between the theo r y 'l1 a...>J.d. an observational statement F.
From (2.2) and (2.3) it follows elementary t hat
F ...

25

7 (T /\ B)

and we read here that IF Fis accepted as t r u e , ~ one i s
logically committed to accept T /\Bas false. This i s (our
form of) the famous 'Popperian modus tollens'. It i s not stated,of course, THAT one should accept Fas true.
In the f ollowing, we will distinguish five stages of ap-

30

praisal of tho theory T after its clash with F.
In here, it is of course a prerequisite that such F do
actually ~xist. For Popper, t he existence of potential fal sifiers was the hallmark of 'scientific' theories ( 10 )_ (Lakatos
disagreed with this demarcation-criterion <11 ) ) .

1• The firs t stage we will refer to as a 'conf lict between
35

the theory T and observational :;-esul ~.§.'. Here we have nothL11g
else but the logical inconsistency between T /\Band F, and
di scussion about the acceptance of F. The two conflicting
views need not be asserted by one and the same person . A ty-

1

5 ..

10

15

pical situation is that Tis held by a theoretician, F by an
experimenter (of the same scientific 'community'), and B by
both.
There is not yet agreement about the acceptance of Fas true.
Formula (2. 4) still only expresses that F is a potentials f alsifier. In the non-Positivist tradition (of e •.g. Duhem, Popper,
Feyerabend, Kuhn, Lakatos) it has always been emphasized that
observational results
are not indubitable authorities of
information. This is why Lakatos put the word 'falsification'
in quotation marks <12 ); he illustrated the point with the discussions between the experimenter Michelson and the theoretician Lorentz <13 ).
No rules are laid down for the decision whether to accept
Fas true or not.

g,.

Consider the case that Fis accepted to be true. Then
T/\ Bis accepted to be false. We will say that theory Tis
'empirically falsified'. So, 7 (T /\ B), which is logically
equivalent with

n

.V
,=1
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25

35
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i Hi V

7B

(2.5)

is accepted as true. This statement (2.5) is true alrea&y
when one of the 7 H (or 7B) is true. In other words, the
1
'theoretical whole' TAB is false already when one of the
H (or B ) is false. And the 'theoretical whole' T /\Bis
1
1
rejected alread.y when only one of the H1 (or Bi) 1s rejected.
(Our problem in this paper concerns which H will be rejected
1
<14 )). It is useful to clearly realize this (partly verbal)
18.gical-methodological point.
But at this stage, nothing is rejected as yet. In fact,
it is the major problem in this paper that the considerations
up till now do not provide an,y rejection-rule. This problem
was indicated by Dub.em ( 15 >. Nobody, not even Popper himself,
solved the problem satisfactorily, and the strength of the
D-u hem-Quine-thesis may indicate that a completely satisfactory
solution does not exist.

l•

Next, the methodological problem arises which part of
T (and of B) is to be rejected. We will call a statement Hi
'suspect' if Hi is a possible candidate for rejection. In
other words: there is no methodological reason which states
that H will not be rejected in future research.
1
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In the following, we will with 'S' denote the conjunction
ot the 'suspect' statements H1 • So, Sis the 'suspect' part
of T (aot: of T /\ B). We will denote the rest of T by P. Thus,
by definition:
(2.6)
T•SI\P
Pis the conjunction or the statements H1 which are not 'suspect', that is, there are methodological reasons in advance to
preserve them, they are methodologically E,rotected. By definition: Pis accepted as true in advance. Such methodological
reasons for the presence of a (non-empty) P cannot be concluded
from the foregoing, as Duhem pointed out, and will have to be
given independently. It is a pt9blem to find such methodological reasons.
It is conceivable that S is empty. That would mean that all
the 'suspect' statements are in the background-knowledge B,
and that P a T.
In general, !or a theory given by ( 1.1), there are zl possible choices for s.
It is possible that also parts of Bare 'protected'. That
will often be so; the extreme case that it is the whole of B
is not unrealistic.Bis then considered as 'un:problematic'
background knowledge.
It is possible that future research will lead to the actual
rejection of only a part of s, and therefore to the preservation or more than P. The election of sand Pis only a me:th.o dological anticipation on future developments. All we know
is that at least a part of S AB is false and will have to
be rejected.
Later rejection of a part of P wqu.lJpoint out a methodological mistake in t he determination of P. In chapter 5 we will
argue that this might be the case if Pis the 'hard core' of
a Lakatosian 'research programme' and if a logical-empirical
r esearch-strategy would indicate that a part of it should be
rejected.

i•

We will s ay that a statement Hi is 'rejected' if it i s
accepted as f al se, and if the conclusion is drawn to stop woiking at it, that is, many scientists scrap Hi from the theory
that they are working on.
In the fo llowing, we will with R denote the conjunction of
all the rejected statements Hi. So, R is the rejected part of
T, not: of T /\B. The rest of Tis its preserved part and will

1

be denoted by T0 • So we have
T = T /\ R
0

and, as stated before, we have
S t- R
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To f,- p

(2.8)
(2.9)

but R f- S and P _,-. T will not generally hold.
0
We will sometimes denote the preserved part of Bas B;
0
of course B t- B0 •
A 'rejected' statement will no longer be believed to provide a fundamental truth. But it may go on functioning in certain parts of the scientific research. This may be because of
pragmatic reasons (it provided many empirical predictions and
we are interested in some more ·results), because there is no
working alternative available, or because the statement is believed to give still valuable i nsight in a restricted domain
of validity. For instance, Newtonian mechanioa, although 'rejected' after the advent of relativity (and Quantum Mechanics).
still provides insights valuable enough for every scientist to
learn.

2• A statement R is 'eliminated' when it is entirely scrapped from the scientific research. Later generations of physicists don't need to learn it, and it will only be of historical interest. Examples are Newton's emission theory of light,
and the phlogiston-theory.
There seems to be no general method to determine which
'rejected' hypotheses are not also 'eliminated'. The main issue
is the derivation of the 'rejected' T as a limiting case from
a newly accepted T', so that one can specify a 'domain or validity' for T (relative to T') ( 16 ).
The insertion of stage 2 in between g and i is not just a
conceptual subtlety, but is of epistemological and heuristic
importance. The decision to specify some part P of T as preser,,ed in advance corresponds with what Feyerabend called the
'principle of tenacity' in scientific research ( 17).

Chapter 3:
1
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WICH PART OF A FALSIFIED THEORY IS TO
BE RF.JECTED?

We will now come to the major problem of this essay, the determination of a 'rejection rule' following up an empirical
falsification. We can, following the terminology of the preceding chapter, distinguish between two aspects;
(i) determination of the 'suspect' parts, or equivalently
of the 'protected'part P,
(ii) determination of the actually 'rejected' part R, or
equivalently of the actually 'preserved' part T0 •
In the philosophical tradition, we can distinguish between
two extreme counterparts: one tendency towards treating acertain part P of human knowledge as infallible, sacrosanct, and
one tendency towards complete agnosticism, leading to the 'minimal assumption' that one has no better than simply put S = T
and leaving the choice of R to histo r ical contingency.
The first tendency reflects the traditional philo.sopher's
attitude of the search for eternally valid knowledge. The
attention naturally goes to the determination of P. We have
here, for instance, Plato's 'episteme• (in contrast to mere
'doxa'), Desca_tteJ?_'self-evident 'idees claires et distinctes',
and Kant's 'Reine Naturerkenntnis' (in contrast to ordinary
natural science), consisting of the synthetically a priori
statements.
The second, scepticist, tendency finds its extremity in the
so-called 'Duhem-Quine-thesis'. The thesis in its most radical
form states that only the whole of science is confronted with
(the whole of) the observational results, and that there is
no (logical-empirical) research whatsoever which ~ivea a methodo logically foundation to a determination of R <1 ). In Quine's
formulation:
'Any statement can be held true come what may, if we
make drastic enough adjustments elsewhere in the system',
and
'no stat ement is immune to revision' (19) •

These quotations say that P resp. R can be located anywhere
in the theory.
The holism of the Du.hem-Quine thesis is very influential in
present-day ph ilosophy, and many positions are indeed only
minor concessions to the 'ignorance'-assumption S = T and R
historically contingent.

9.
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Exceptions are Kuhn, Lakatos and Feyera1-nd, who take a sort
of intermediar;y position. Lakatos 'conception of the 'hard core
in a 'Research Programme', Kuhn's conception of the 'commitment
of the scientific community' to a 'paradigm', and Feyerabend 's
allowance to the scientist to preserve a theory on the basis of
'belief' and 'agreement, or· partial agreement' while hoping
that the justification will come later (see Feyerabend (1970 a)
on Galileo), are ways to introduce a 'protected' part P in a·
scientific theory, that cannot simply be falsified but is also
not infallible. But they have to ascribe to the Duhem-Quinethesis 1n the sense that there is no uniform ]c.gical-empirical
method to establish P. And so, there 1s a holism underlying
their views. There is only a 'freedom' , an arbitrariness, in
the election of P possible when this freedom is provided by a
sort of Duhem-Quine-holism.
We will now give an analysis and discussion of proposed
methodologies to establish P or R. \le will add another one in
chapter 4.

•
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I.
Duhem, whose most extreme theses have been quoted already
in the foregoing (see again <18 )), did nevertheless the following ' concessions'.
IA. If a theory Tis in competition with an alternative T',
and an experuentum crueis condems T plus its surrounding
theories but not T', then considerations of 'good sense' can,
sooner or later, lead to the rejection of T. So, although 'No
absolute principle directs this inquiry' C2o), and on logical
and empirical grounds only C21 ) there is an undecidable proliferation of competing views possible; still a decision can
always <22 ) be made by•good sens~-considerations <23 ), although
'There is something vague and uncertain about them• <24 ). It is
even so that 'The sound experimental criticism of a hypothesis
is subordinated to certain moral conditions' ( 2 5).
Within our theorymodel (of ch.1), we can immediately see
that Duhem's'good sense' is equivalent with a preference for
a background knowledge. If the experimentum crucis decides between T /\ B and T' /\ B' and favors the lau,3r, then •good sense,

1

5

says: although T can be held true come what may, if we make
drastic enough adjustments in B, we will not do it since B
will have to be adjusted too much.
But as every background knowledge should be judged critically,
we can say that the Duhemian 'good sense' leaves the door wide
open for uncritical prejudice lurking in B.

IB. There is a second suggestion in Duhem's text. In the
special case that really only 2.a!. hypothesis H leads to de1
rivation or L:
10

5)

and the competitor Hi' (of T') to derivation of F, where ~~
•
holds, then the finding of F leads to condemnation of H1
~licit:
S • H
(3.1)
i

and

15

20

25

(3.2)

This is the 'Popperian modus tollens ' in its most primitive
form <2?).
We add the following comment to this seemingly trivial idea.
The premiss Hi may be non-unique, that is, there may be another Hj such that Hj \- L. The Popperian modus tollens will
then require also the rejection of Hj. Then, S O R= H1 is
wrong and should be replaced by S • R • Hi/\ Hj. In addition,
there may- be other statements Hie, J\, ••• such that Lis not
derivable from each of them, but Lis derivable from their
conjunction: ~ /\ f1i t, . • . t- L (f'or instance X and X ➔ L).
The Popperian modus tollens will then require
S • Hi/\ Hj /\

and we have

35

8c /\ ~ /\ •..

R = H. /\ H. /\ Q
l.
J

(3. 3)
(:;.4)

where Q is some part of Hie A ~ /\ • • •
; the location of this
part Q is again open to the Duhemian holism-problem.
This logical possibility will especially be opportune when
B is so rich that there are several possibilities to apply it
in the derivat i on (2.2). A variant is the case where T can be
formulated in different ways; for interesting theories (like
e.g. Quantum Mechanics) that is quite possible. Every formulat ion of T presents a different border line between T and Band
confronts a different set of H1 with the facts.
Another criticism of the method of crucial experiments
(plus good sense) 1s the following. Al.though one experim.entum

11.
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crucis may clearly favor T' /\ B' and disfaYor T/\B, it is
quite possible that a second one will produce the opposite
result. There is no reason whatsoever why all crucial experiments would fm,or the same theory. We conclude that the
decision-method via one crucial experiment leaves the 'theory
choice' open to chance, depending on which experiment one happens to choose.

- --

•
II.

10

Popper's account will be represented here as consisting
of some alternative views. We will not try to construct~
consistent rule out of them.
IIA. His main view is the ('Duhemian') scepticism
S = T (28)
R • unknown.

15

In other words, the whole of T /\ B is 'suspect' and is open
to rejection; the actually rejected part Risa matter of historical contingency.

IIB. Popper's first suggestion to do a concession can be considered to be a generalisation of Duhem's (3.1) - (3.2); it is
the famous 'Popperian modus tollens'.
20

IIB. 1. Let us first formulate it as follows <29 ):
Let O be a part of T such that L is independent of it,
i.e. :
0 A. B If- L
(3.5)
0/\Bt+-
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Denote the rest of T by t '. So: T • t • /\ O
Then:
S = t'
R = unknown

(3.6)
(3.7)
(3.8)

(3.9)

This suggestion is a logical mistake. The idea was undoubdedly
that the fatal observational statement Lis derived from t'
only, without using .Qther hypotheses o. That would be a generalisation or (3.1) - (3.2). But (3.5) does no·t give us that
t ' A B I- l ; the conjunction of t ' and O may be necessary
to derive L (a formal example: Lis derivable from neither
0 = X nor from t' • (X ~ L), but is derivable from their con-

1

junction).

So, (3.5) notwithstanding, it is still possible that O is

5

'involved in the falsification' and 'faces the tribunal of
sense experience' together with its accomplices t', thus
being equally as well 'suspect'.

IIB. 2.

10

The intention o f Popper is better expressed by t he
following(30):
Let Ube a part of T such that
U /\Bf-L
(3.10 )
Denote the rest of T by O. So :
T = U /\0

Then:
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s

(3.11 )

(and P = 0)
(3.12)
R = unknown
(3.13)
The idea, of course, is still that only the hypotheses H.
1.
which are actually Qsed in the derivation of L 'face the t r ibunal' and are open to condemnation, whereas the Qthers don't
'face the tribunal' at · all and remain Outsiders. We now replaced Popper's notation t' by U because of the change of its
me aning.
The idea seems as trivial as in Duhem's case (3.1) - (3.2),
and yet we hold it is wrong either. We now first commen~ as
follows.
First, the part U ne ed not be unique. In other words, the r e
may be several (possibly over lapping) parts u1 , u2 , . ••• of
T, each of which satisfies (3.10) and would therefore equally
as well be hit by the Popperian modus tollens. One woul d have
to replace (3.12) - (3.13) by
s = u1 f\. u2 /\...
(3.14)
R = unknown part of u /\unknown part of u /\...
(3.15)
1
2
This logical po"Ssibility is especially realistic when B can
be invocated in (2.2) in several ways, so that one has several
derivations u /\ Bi t- L~when the borde r line between T and B
1
has some latitude; see the analoguous case with Duhem (p.10,
r.30-36). In conclusion: the 'theoretical t arget' U that is
hit by the mo dus tollens i s sensitive for changes in the application of B. Thus, this method can in cases violate the requirement that the precise location of the T - B-borderline should
play no essential role (p.2, r.20-22). (This point of criticism
is connected with our general thesis that logical structures
are dependent on background knowledge, and that 'the' logical
= U

1
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10

structure of a statement doesn't exist).

Second, the part U may be too large. It may contain statements H which are only 'sleeping partn.e rs • in the deduction
1
(,.1)) and are therefore not really 'facing the tribunal'.
In particular: if (3.'10) holds, then U there can also be replaced by any conjunctive extension U A H1 A Hj /\ • • • • 'We must
state that U contains only actively used prelliases of the deduction ( 3.1:>).
Also this point is especially realistic when Bis rich. Invoking a rich B may make more premisses of T superfluous in (3.10).
IIB. 3.

a)
We now first suggest a definition of an 'actively used'
premiss in a deduction. The idea is simply that scrapping or
such a premiss would make the deduction invalid. Explicit:

Qr

15

In the deduction
L we will say that a premiss H1
is 'actively used' iff
~l+L
(3.16)
where~• the set Qin which H1 is scrapped.
For consistency we require
%_ t, Hi
C~.17)

20

In our case, Q is a part or TA B, and then (3.17) is guaran-

teed by the independence:: (1.2) - (1.3) and (1.9).
A formal example: in the deduction
X,

25

X➔

L ,

Y f- L

the first two premis~a are'actively used', the third one isn't
and is a 'sleeping partner'; it can be scrapped while preserving the validity of the dech.ction.
Another

. example: in the deduction

(X /\ Y) V (X /\ L) , X ➔ L , i Y

t

,

X ~y V L f- L

(3.18)

35

\he first premiss cannot be scrapped, and the fourth one can
be scrapped. The second and third one can each be scrapped and
are therefore not 'actively used', -.Ut they cannot both be
scrapped simultaneously. So, a group of more than one 'sleeping
partners' can play an 'active' role in the deduction.

38

In conclusion, definition (3.16) cannot lead to a s~tistactory explication or the Duhem-Popper-idea S • U (3.12)
by
shrinking U to the set of the 'actively used' premisses only.

30

1

5

Because there would be the poaaibility that H and Hj each do
1
not •!ace the tribunal • and ao would be elected part of P,
but their conjunction Hi /\ Hj plqs neverthelesa an indispenaible role in the fatal deduction ot Land there!ore does 'face
the tribunal'.
b)
Aa a second suggestion, we define 'actively used' not for
one prellias Hi, but tor a aet Dot preaiaaea H1 , Hj, •••:
In the deduction Q ~ L we will sq . that the group D
of premisses is 'aetivtlJ used' 1ft

10

QD f+ L '

where QD is the group Q in which D is sers,pped.

15

~or conaiatency it ia required that
QD tf D •
It seems to us that the real intention of Popper's (3.12) now
is expressed by
S • D

unknown
where now D stand.a tor the 'actively used' part of Tin the
deduction (2.2)
•
R •
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.But also this e:xplication-effort cannot lead to succes,
for the simple logical reason that also this D can be too big.
In other words: if Dis indiapensible in a deduction, then also
any conjunctive extension D A Hi A Hj A • • • is indispensible.
Thia D simply is no improvement on u.
One might tr,- to circumvene the difficulty by defining D for
a fixed number of statements only. So: r/1 is a group of n statements H1 , H , ••• from T. That rules out the possibility
of 'tacking' oiher statements. In the foregoing, we tried this
already for a= 1 ~ (see a).
But it would be a useless .formal gimmick. Ir, say, a certain
n5 satisfies the def'initon, then 81JJ extension n7 • n5 /\ H1 A
A H is, as a matter of logical neo:essity, also 'actively
used~ ,in the same deduction. In other words, it rP is 'required' in the deduction, then also rf>- A Hj /\ ~ is some 'required' r/1 + 2 • Holism comes in through the backdoor (also statements outside r/1 are •racing the tribunal').
Also, the rJl would not be a upigue restriction of u. For
instance, in (3.18) there would be two possibilities for n2 •

1
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In SU@, we conjecture the following.
We have tried to make precise sense of Popper's intuitive
suggestion that only the statements H which are actually
1
'required' in the deduction Tl\ Br Lare 'suspect' end not
the others. We did not succeed in finding such an explication,
because there is no gen,eral metllod to select the • actively
used' premisses in an honest way. But any possible result will
still face the following criticisms:
c)

First, Dis not unique because U is not unique. So, every
u1 will have a n1 • The analogue of (3.14) then would be
S • D /\ D A • • •
(3.20)
1
2

15

1

20

25

A...

part or n A part of n
(3.21)
2
1
(!his suggestion is a further digression !rom Popper's supposed intention than (3.14), since in the derivation S1' B ~ L
(with the S of (3.20)) not all the n1 need be 'actively used',
maybe even none is. A formal example :
D = X I\ (X ~ L) ,
D • , Y /\ (Y V L).
)
R

O

2

Second, Dis not even unique within a given u. We gave
already the example of the ambiguity or n2 in (3.18). Selection of one such a Dis at variance with the epistemological
idea to detect the premisses which 'are involved in' the falsification. It would be as if we caught two individuals which
are both suspected of a crime, but we cannot !ind out who committed it, and therefore we arbitrarig decide to bring the
one for 'the tribunal', which then automaticvlJ condeu him,
whereas the· other is left free. On the other hand, bringing
th.ea both for 'tae tribunal' leads to the situation where one
cannot condemn them both but there is no method to select
only one o! them. A funny sort of 'complementarity' in the
determination of the criminals.

-

,5

Third, we will formulate an objection, which we will call
the 'Kuhnoid problem• ('1). It is inherent in the whole DuhemPopper idea, irrespective of the precise form S • t' or U or
D, and sheds serious doubts on the epistemological tenability
ot the 'Popperian modus tollens'.

37

Fourth, we will formulate an equally general criticism in
section IIB. 5.
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ID. 4.

1'he '!'!bn2 4,d problea' (1D its preaent version).

hUoving the definitions of chapter 2, let R be the actually
reJected pert or T and\ its actually maintained part.
\le will here consider the case that R is non-empty. Then the
'theoretical whole' T/\ Bis after the rejection decreased
into T0 /\ B • Here, B0 is the preserved part of th~ background
0
bovledge B. or oourae, B t- B and (T /\ B) .- (T /\ B0 ).
0
0
The epiate•logical idea or the Dullea-Popper-method is
that oDly 'bad' (refuted) parts or T /\ B have been rejected,
and thua, that the 'pod' parts T0 ,LLB0 have been preserved. <32 )
We then argue that thia epistemological idea is highly dubious.
Let us tv,t discuss the deereaaed theory T0 I\ B • There is
0
the poaaibility that the nAut&ea-At R MY ehfPSe the deductive
pgwer or the tb,eorz such that ro-.r
or T C/\ B) be92M
or To . C/\ B.h In other wrds, there is the
poaaibilit7 that:
there is an observational atateMnt G with
(3.22)
(1)
Gia accepted aa tr11e
(11) T f\ B I- G
(3.23)

aucoe••••

·r,&19£!•'

(3.24)

(111) To A. Bo f+ G

The point is aim.ply that what 1a derivable from T /\. B need not
be derivable rroa the logically weaker theory T0 /\ B0 ~

Note, that ve _..also have T /\ B

25

0

0

t+-

7

G:

G cannot be an empiri-

cal falaifi.oatJ.tp of T0 f\ B • Becauae then it would also be
0
a falai!icati()n or the logically stronger theory TA B, which

ia illpoaa1ble by (3.2,) and (1.5). The 'failure' here takes
the fora ot ~ incoapletqeaa <33 > of T0 : the statement G described a relevant observational phenomenon !or T (it was a s;qc~ ot T), and therefore also tor T ( which is a correction of
0
T), but T0 /\ B0 cannot derive either G or 7 G. An incomplete
tneor., doesn't do his ;Job: when one asks him the legitimate
question whether Gia true or not, then it doesn't give an
anawer. G shows that ~ has a '5!ap' •

35

Let us aecond consider the case where one tries to span the
ineompleteneaa-ga;p by the construction of a logically stronger
the017 T' out ot T0 •

1

Let T' be a new theory, which is constructed by
adding a !{ew part Nin the place of R. So, the
successor of (2.?) is
T' • T

0

5

/\

(3.25)

N

T' is an improvement on T0 in the sense that the incompleteness
in G is removed :
c,.26)
T' A B' f- G

Let us also mention the requirement that T' be an improvement
on Tin the sense that it is not falsified by F:
10

T' A B' )+ , F

(3.27)

If we would in addition have
T' /\ B' 'rf P

then F would be an incompleteness of T'. This is avoided by
requiring

15

T' A B' I- F

20

Then F is accommodated by T' ; it is an empirical •confirmation•
or 'corroboration' of T'.
In here, B' is the new background knowledge which is combined with T'. It may equal B0 or be an extension of it (especially B' • B).

25

W'e then simply continue our argument by stating that, although this T' removes the incompleteness in G, there may be
another true observational statement G' with TA B I- G' and
T • A B • f-1- G•. In other words, there may be another incompleteness-gap in view of which T' is no improvement on T •

30

35

0

One can try to overcome the incompleteness-charge by a programme to cover all eases of incompleteness G1 , G , ••• (all
2
belonging to a class Q, see again note (33). One of them is
F, see (3.29)~. W'e then comment that it is not clear whether
this can be done at all; there seems to be no guarantee whatsoever that one can extend T in a non-ad hoc ws:y to a como
plete T' o
What happens !!:, the programme fails? Then there is an observational statement K with
(1)
K is accepted as true
(3.30)
(ii) TABI-K
(3. 31)
(iii)

T'A B' H- K

(3. 32)

and turther we have either
T' I\ B' ~ 7K

(3.33)

1
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1a which case T' ia still incomplete and X 1a a 'gap•, or
T • I\ B' f- 7 X
( 3. 34-)

and then T' is falsified b7 L In both oa11ea we can quote Kuhn
to SIJ'3 that 'thert-. are losses as well as gains' 1n the transition !l"Qn T to ~ • ; the loss here takes the .form o.f a loss of
agree1fnt witp ob,ffl'tional. reaults. Ve oall the statement K
a 'Xulmo1d loaa'
•
··
In the case (3.34) the charge is not so much incompletene s s
of T' aa ailapl7 its taleitication. Because T' was constru.cted
aa an im.prov•ent on T 1n the eense that P falsifies T but
contirlla T'. Nev X falsities T .. and conf'irms T, and the situation ie entirely symmetrical.
Such a case (3.34) can also occur when there is no explicit
coapleteneaa-prograJmle. The idea is simply the following. One
replaces
the theo,,..,
T • T0 /\ R by another theory T' • TO A N.
·
·~
This ia realy a aigxiitieant change , because F is a falsifier
ot T but not or T'. The difrerenoe between T and T' is thus not
trivial. Then our po·i nt is, that this-, change ma.y as well
trwtoa a toner success lt or T into an empirical !ailure of
T'. Thia is a clear logical poaaibility. The more one fixes T'
by extra requirements 1n the process of 'progressing' · (for
inatance: it is strongl7 suggested b7 a Lalcatosian 'positive
heuriatic'), the more difficult it ia to avoid a loss K which
takes place behind our back in the set of old results.

The 'ltuhnoid problem' can be poa tulated away by stating that
eTery such lt is as yet accommodat"94 by derivation of a result
IC' which di!.t'ers from IC only in an umaeaaurable way. So,
takea the tom of

c,.34)

T' /\ B' I- X'

where we have. strictly speaking,
x• f- 7K
but the differenae between X and IC' falls within the measure-

35
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ment-accuracy t,. K• •
Meaauring-accuraciea are theor,--dependent. We have to state
that the measuring- accura07 is the one as calculated by T'
( alwqs by the newly adopt ed theor_y). We will have to consider
the possibility t hat a (later) theory T" can as 7et make an observational di fference between X and K' (Op. Peyerabend(19?0a)
on 'antediluvi al ' observational data). That could as yet be an
empirical argwnent 1n favor of the old theory T.

1

Why' does the '.Kuhnoid problem' affect the aodua-tollens-

method?

The lode of the modus tollens is:

ergo r (U I\ B)
This implies only that the •suspect Part'
U /\ B
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L

,

, L

,

•

has

overlap
yith .U /\ B (Popper added by P • O that s has no parts outside
u, and that S equals U because within U there is ignorance).
The reason why at least something o! U must be rejected is the
disagreement with observational results ((2.1) - {2.3)). Thisis the heart of the 'Popperian modus tollens '. The new theory
T' fetches this disagreement: (3.29). But whit wuld be the
epiatpological reasonableness o! this, when the new theoey T'
wuld as well have another disagreement x:. wlich T did not have?·
((3.30) - (3.32)), The position is entirely symmetrical: T
fails in P and T' not, but T' fails in K and T not. lfow , g
'Kuhnoid losses' are present anyhow, then why would one prohibit the possibility
K • 1
?
(3.37)
In the case (3.37) it is no longer reasonable to demand
that S has some overlap with U (nor that P remain$ outside U).
We accept the !ala1!1cation as a loss - maybe only for the time
being (see e.g. Lakatos• 'positive heuristic').
,•

§OU

There may be reasons to avoid X • F, especially, for instance 1
when 1 describes a very important observational result. We don• t
want to loose important results. But as long as there are no
general arguments for that (F~pper did not give them). he may
not 1n his general methodology prohibit (3.37), and what in ge-

neral remains is the possibility o! a serious 'incommensurability' between T' and T.
In conclusion: even the 'logical' core of the 'Popperian
modus tollens •-method, i.e. the thesis that at least a non-empt:y
2art of U AB must be rejected, is unreasonaJale P' it is aceePted that there are some losses to be suffered anyhow.
IIB. 5.
Next, we can formulate another general criticism of
the 'modus tollens'-idea, irrespective of the precise form
(S • t' or) S • U or S • D.
.Qther part of Tis in.any
case denoted by O, and we have P = o. An alternative theo17
is T' as given by (3.21}).

The

The Duhem-Popper-argument for protecting P • 0 is, that O
played no role in the derivation (2.2) and there.fore was not
'involved in t'he falsification'; it dit not •race the tribunal•

1
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...... it ,Y PPHW• ty.t O Pla;r• aa zet IP 'active' role 1p.
Mt fC'ivatiop (J,29) 1 r1»'P ;•. There is no reason whatsoever
to prohibit this in the construction of T', and it even seems
to ua that the Nquireunt would 1'e rarely met 1n practice. In
a tonula: it 1a flUite poesible that
T' /\ B' f- J1
(1.e.(3.29))
T' o f\ B' ff-F
(3.38)
where T'o etaada ter T' in which O is scrapped. A formal exaaple: replace T • O /\ U by T' • O /\ (O ➔ F). In pch a caae ,
a mat
M :yet that O •tau• .the tril>upal • 1 1 and is
'1D.volved•in a contact with P 0,. it not 1n the talaification
ot T, but in the corroboratiOD ot T' ). This, at least, should
not (and i!_ not by' Popper an4 Dubea) prohibited.
Jl'ote, that the problea w.ba11!1er O 1D (3.,a) ~• taken 'too large•
(like we analogouaq ha4 ter '• ••• p.13,r. 2-4) doee not both-

op.tu•

er ua here: every nen-eapty obelce O aervea our present arguaent.
gloaa ot our agwllellt ia aillpl.7thia: the protection
P •Out sound NdOnable aa long• only nil•f3iiop is co.nsidered (but aee our toresoing coaenta); however it looeea its
farce ae •••• u WP!ll91 of a new theoey T' is introduced
1zne the diacuaa1on. Because w efPP9t aipl.Y pNdict (or
.~ltl,\liN ') petheJ: 0 ,W. M ut 'face the tri'bupal' F late£
In T • (or T" etc. ).
~
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the point ia . . . . .t aubtle and deserves aoae turhter expleation. hr iaatance, it should clearly be recognised th.at
the aodua-tolleal.,..tbed 1• an ef'f'ort to judge O in isolation,
in a •non•boliat• ..,ner. It doee not intend to judge o Al a
part ot the 'theoretical. whole' T /\ B, let ua say: as •o - in-T '. The idea woud be that '0-in-T' ia inwlved, but not '0-in-T' '4 •. Bllt tor tbia ho11at conception 0-1.n-T, method <:~. 12)
c!oea not bold .. one cannot preserve 0-in-T: it vaniahea togdher with T. aad the O which survives is 0-in-T'. The aodus•
trollaa-aetho4 triee to "udge O irrespective ot ita further
tueret1cal aunounclinga. Then our counter-arguaent aqa that
••~ being inftlved' 1e not irrespective o:t the theoNtical.
aUl'ftundSngJJ, ad can change wen the theo17 changes.

One

11.igb.t t 17 to defend the Popperian modus tollens aa tolalt;ho\llh it 1a true that O aa yet 'tacea the tribunal' F,

lo• 1
W. la •

obJectia aa the tribunal does not cond.eiln 1t; J1 con-

21.
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de•ed T but contiraed T'.
But this defence ia wrong. In the first place, when it comes
to the difference •T' !alsified versus T • confirmed (by F) ',
then this difference is important but it is, in itself, irrespective of whether O occurs in T'. It bolds for .EZ such T';
the Popperian protection P • O plays no role since F corroborates only T', that ia 2 O together with the rest T' 0 , and not
0 alone (1n c,.29) T'o is indiapensible: if we would have Or- F
then we •uld have had T t- F). 'l'he argument therefore does ~
favor o, but T' whe»,r or ngt it contains o, and is there.tore
not a defence t or the aethod P • o. In the second place, this
defence of the Popperian modus tollens would make the protection P • 0 dependent on the .factual outcome of an experiment
F. But the election of P was intended as a protection just for
the poa•ibility that F would be accepted as true. Poppers arguaent waa that O played no role in the derivation or -, F, and
that 1a irrespective of the empirical truth of F. More general:
the Popperian de11areation-criterion sqs that one should specify 1p t4m91 under which circuaatances one \olOULD give up one's
poa1t1oa.
Thia latter po1nt 1a further strengthened by the fact that
the truthvalu• ot an observational etatement 1s not an eternally find datum- as was al.wqa eaphaaized exactly by the
Popperietl philosophical tradition. It is quite possible that
continued diacusaion about the eJC;Perillent as yet restores L
and re~ects H. The trial is never over and can always be re-opened. In general, we can there.f'ore take it to be a weakness
of a rejection rule if it is very dependent on the empirical
outcome of 2S!. experiment (cp. also p.10, r.38 - p.11, r.7).
This terminates our discussion of the 'Popperian modus tol-.
lens'. Ve can utter here the opinion that the construction of
an alternative T' should be such that T' deals better with the
current scientific problems than T. This (rather Popperian)
aim should not be hindered by the highly dubious protectionist .
strategy P • 0 and the compelling duty to reject some Rout of
S • U as ruled by Popper's modus tollens-method (nor by his
'verisillilitude'-ideology).
We now discuss some further rejection-methods suggested by
Popper.

22.
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A second concession of Popper to the extreme DuhemQLdne holiaa consists or a reference to the 'scientific inatinct' of the scientist, as backed b7 the reelilts of testings
(:,5). A.
trial can be the re~ection of something ve-q familiar {JS. Further aethodolo9ical auggeetiona are absent.

rd

IID.
Popper's third conceaaion is the suggestion that •we
~ , in aoae caaee, perhaps 1n conaideratioa of the levels of
univereal1t7, attribute the falsification :tro aome definite
b;vpothesia •••' (J?) Due to ishe tact that a theory contains
various •1·e vels ot universality' (3'), it ia poaaibl.e to conaider one lqpothea.ia as a aort of 'obaervational statement',
as it were, relative to -.,ther, more general, b;ypothesis.
An effort to sketch such a situation could be the !dB.owing:
Ln B be a colljunction or some ( 'abstract theoretical ')
atate■enwB • Let 11 be a conclusion ot the theory, 1. e.

1

~ /\ B

I-

M

( 3. 39)

Mneed not oeuia~ or observational atatementa only.
Let Hand M be involved 1n a talaitication:
B A H /\ B f- L
20
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c:,.4o)

Let the re1·a t1ve position ot H to ff be such that B is
ot 'Jliaher level' than M.
Then this ean be an argument tor preserving one o·f them
and rejecting the other.

The idea will be, that we will often pre.fer to m.aintain (parts
of') fl, since thla ie a sort ot 'observational level', ao to
aay, relative to the more abstract-theoretical part H. The idea
would auggeet that more abstract-theoretical parts of' a theor.r
are aore uncertain and auapect than low-level parta. A strongl y I.egical Poaitiviat (not: conventionalist) ih!luence on Popper.
Poppen example i.a the case where Mis a well-corroborated
theory, which i a deductively e~lained by a new theory T <39 ).
It, then, Ya t .. ta lead to a f'alai.fication ot T, one could
put tu blae on ita HI. parts and preserve the old parts l"I ( 4 0]
Aga.1.nat thia (vague) idea we comment as follows.
1ip1; 1 it is impossible to simply preserve l"I and reject H,
s ince B cu derive l'L Popper uses the deductive theor,y-model
and tberetoieconatantly has to watch all the dependence-relations between the dUterent parts o.f T. It is possible that
rejection o! H also forces rejection or JIii and vice versa (in
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our model of ch. 1, all dependence-relations have been sorted
out in advance, and one of thoee Hi can never be 'higher level'
than a H~ in the Popperian aeue). !rbia leads to the duty to
determine. rroa exactly which atatementa H
M was derived in
1
(3.39).
Second, the ordering 'His higher level than 11' is only ·a partial ordering. So, one cannot 1n general decide which is 'higher
level'; that can only be done in a totally-ordered part of T.
But, third, within such a part there is a rigid transitive deductive structure, so that the Popperian 11odua tollens becomes
effective. The method then degenerate• into the method S • u.
So, aa far aa ' levels of universality' are concerned, that is,
the dedpctu, structure ot the theor,y, there ia no method except the Popperian modus tollens. What remains is the remark
that Bil!. b;n>otheeea can be more suspect than old familiar ones.
Thia is the opposite of IIC. A conservative move of Popper,
wbo uaually encouraged the most 'bold' hypothesis.
IIE.
Aa Popper's fourth suggestion against extreme holiam we
discuss his criticism ot Duhem's !aaoua scepticism with respect
to crucial experiments. We still find here that S • r, though,
. but the bolism of T A B will be affected, and therefore the
diaeuaaion contains a very important element.
IIE. 1.

W'e can formulate the problem-posing as follows.

Let T and T' be two competing theories, with accom25

panying background knowledge Band B' respectively.
Let F be a.n •bservational -•tatement, describing an
ef i"ect that is relevant to both T and T •. Ye take
both T and T' to be complete enough to derive an observational statement about that effect:
T/\B._L

T' /\ B' f- L'
where Land L' are each clearly either consistent
or inconsistent with Ps
(Ff- L or F r- •L) and (F f- L' or F I- 7 L') (3.43

,5

Thia latter requiN11ent atatea that T and T' are comparable
in their account of the effect F, and therefore presents a
form of commensurabW.t z between T and T •. For the sake of
argument we will discard here leyerabend's 'incoaensurability
thesis' as follows : if we ask the two theories whether F holds,

1

5

and 11' the,- both give a definite answer 'yes' (or 'no'), then
we w111 be aethodologically conhnt with that <41 >.
A apecial caee ia when Fis clearly conaiatent with
onl.T ·one of the competitors:
(I' ... L and PH- L') or (F If L and FI- L')
(3.44)

It then follows from (3.43) that Pia inconsistent with
the other one. Thus we can replace (3.44) by
("I i- L and 1 t- , L') or (l
7 L and Pf,- L')
&1ch· an 1 will be called an 'IIPIFWBM cru.cia' between

r
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T and T'.
Let ua aaeuae that the second part of (3.45) is the case:
F i- 7L and F t- L'
(3.46)

Let P be accepted as true. Then this falsifies Land

15

empirically proves L'. Correspondingly, this falsifies
T:
F .,_

i(T A B)

{but of course it does not empirically prove T'
F ~(T'AB')

'T' is only 'corroborated', 'confirmed' or 'fa~red'.)
20

25

The usual account, against which Duhem. argued, was the rejection-acception rule: rejpct T and accept T' as _true.
(lfote: actually Duhem_'. discussed the experiaentum crucis between two b;n>othesea H rd H', each of which ia embedded in a
'tlleoreiical group' (4- 2 • Polloving Popper ., (43 ), we generalize
this to an •~riaentwa crucia between two theories T and T',
each of whieh 1• embedded in its background-knowledge Band B').
Duh•'a argwaent ,a gainst the acceptance-rule is that T'
h".18 not been mved by the crucial elCJ:)eriment (44 )_ And his
famoWI argument against the rejection-rule here takes the form
t hat the ezperillent did not decide between T and T', but between T A B and T • A B•. One only knowa that T A B is wrong
but one 4oea not know yhich part or it must be rejected <45 ).
Within our theor:,aodel (ch. 1), thia has now become an obvious
l ogical argwaent.
So) Dllha argues both again•t proof e, disproof of theories \ 46
Mainat Kuhn's 'joint veri!ication-talsi!ication
proceaa (?).He agrees that

)!

S • T

S' • T'

1
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because the po.l e T A B and T • A B' are •auap•ct •. Bu.t he
disagrees that
R. T and R'. empty
(3.49)
c:,.50)
B • empty &Dd . R' • T'
are the onl:, two possibilities tor the acnal rejeetiou eorreepondi.ng with (3.45).
IIE. 2,

Popper' a reply to Duhea eonaiata ot the thesis that
(3.51)

B' • B

premt••

10

In other words, Popper denies .a
in Duhea'a reasoning,
i.e. that Band I' can be different 4S). Thea he proceeds
with stating that M •9& y gpe has B • B'• t.ben tg copariaiop betye,n the two azsteu T I\ B and T • " B • 1, a caice be-,.,
'yhplea' Jhicb. ditfv .opl,y 1n a PW, 1. e, 1p T an4
!'
49 • .

mei t.J!

.::...a.
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We can interpret this as follows. Whether T /\ B or T' /\ B
will be rejected, the result is in either case the adopta~ion
of B. So, pragmaticM,17 1 ever.ytlupg goea I! ii: B Wffe a 'RPtected' part o,t the azatp: one can predict in advance that B
will be 'preserved'. It is unclear whether Popper hiuel.t intended this 1.Jlterpretation (50), but we will adopt it here.

We come to the important general idea that t»4 . q9119n parts
of twp coapetipg ayeteu can methodologioall7 be treated as
'protected' . partf, It is decided .1J1 aclvap.c• that t>ae:y wJ.ll be

'preaeO,d •. Although
25

T /\ B is • talaified • (in the aense of

ch. 2), at least the part B 1• not 'rejected• (in the sense of
ch. 2).

IIE. 3 •
Coming back to the special case of the crucial experiments. we tind indeed that if B' • B thp the crucial experiaent does practically decide betweten T and T', not between
Du.hem's 'wholes' TA B and T' /\ B'.

The assumptions (3.47) - (3.48) thee follow because of the
•agnoaticin' within T and T', and (3.49) - (3.50) follow from
the aethodological decision to aelect only one. survivor.

35

Our original problem arises here when we would want to
rescue parts of T, that is, it we think R • T too extreme a
rejection <51 >.
We now form.ulate two objections against thi• PoPperian reply.
IIE. 4.

,a
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lPint,

we uaert thatJPopper's aaauaption B' •Bis veey

dubioue aa4 apeculative when T and f' are really quite ditre.rent 1n character, so much c52 > that the7 resemble the type
ot genuine '1noo-enaurable alternat1ne' that l'eyerabend emphasiffe or oo•»eting 'paradigaa • during a •revolution' as Kuhn
defended. Becau••• as Popper hiaaelt baa ·&lvays emphasized,
there are onl.7 'tacts' relative to a theoretical viewpoint. So,
it T and T• are radically ditterent, it 1• only natural to as sume that this will influence at leaat aome part of the baokgreund-lmowledge. As a cowiterexaaple, consider the following
statement about the relation between p)Q"sies and mathematics :
B1 • 'A mathematical quantity Q can only represent a
(aeasurable) physical fUaD'tity when Q takes finite
values'.
. The ad.D auccesses ot Quantuaelectrodynamica, and therefo·re
ot Qwmta lield Theory, crucially depe11d on rejection of this
ata-t,eunt 1n the background-knowledge. But a coapeting FieldTheoretical prograaae co
eacept it. Poppers assumption
B' • B tails here, and l'Juh••• arguaent remain& unanswered: one
oannot d•cide ,ag,ir&ctllz. by aeana ot an experim.entum crucis,
b.--.a two theox-1ea T and!' ot a 'tb.itiat' and a 'non-f'initln' 1'1•14-theoretic :progr--.e, becauae the eQeriaent does
not learn u whether t• reject a theory or the atataent B1
aDd/or ita further ooanquence• in . the baoJraroad Jmovledg~.
Ia caaea ot great•r conceptual ditterenea between T and T'
tha,n here, .the aa8Ullption B' • B only bee•••• liON 1.Jllplauaible.
hr inataace, 1n coapari.D.g Marxist econeaica with 'standard'
ecuoaica, or medical acience with aoupaeture, the assumption
B' • B
untenable.

•e••

&p99g4, we formulate another v>ereion ot tho 'Xubnoid problem'.
Let P. 1>e an experiae11tua crucia whJ.ch .talsifies T and favors
( 'cerroboratea •) T'. !hen it is still po••ible that there is
an •b•enational atat•ent I'. with

T I\ B

~

][

T' I\ B' f-

40

{3.52)

-, ][

(3.53 )

X accepted aa tr11e
(3. 54)
In other word.a: ano1Jb,N: tPll1MR1iMI onc1s could lead to a
Y1RMR pt 1Jhe other »tN7 T.. Dl · • _transition from T to T',
such a K wuld be a 'l'uhnoid a.a'
• Op. aleo p.10, r. 38p.11, r.?.
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Supari!ipg, we emphasize that Popper here discusses
a) two, historically given, competing alternatives T and T'
b) one of which is to be rejected completely: (3.49) - (3.50).
A consequence or a) is that Popper's assumption B' •Bis
implausible, and that Duhem's famous argument is not forcefully answered. A consequence of b) is that, for the falsified theory T, only R =Tis possible; R cannot be just a
part of T. Also, there is the problem of the 'Kuhnoid loss'
again (here with incommensurability and proliferation as
connected possibilities).

Tb.is terminates our discussion of Popper's views on the
problem. Ye mainly concentrated on the earlier Popper: his
later considerations about intertheoretical debate and verisimilitude have not been discussed here; the emphasis on content-increasing progress will be redacted in our account of
Lakatos.

III.

20

25

Lakatos' account, accord:, to his 'methodology of
scientific research programmes' 53 ), contains an essential
dichotomy between statements H1 of the'hard core' and those
outside it. Both kinds of statements can only be rejected
when an alternative theory is available and supersedes the
falsified theory, but the methodological structure of the
'superseding' is entirely different for the two cases. Before
discussing his rejection-methodology, we must briefly present
his conception of a 'research programme'.

A 'research program.me' fl is a pair of theoretical outlooks (54-), which are held during a certain period in
IIIA. 1.

30

order to work on them.
It is essential that these two views are held already 'at the
start', although they may only be 'adumbrated' then (55).

IIIA. 2.

34

The first outlook is called the 'negative heuristic'
of the researchprogramme ff<- • It consists of two elements.
~irst, there is a theoretical view, called the •hard core' P0
of the research programme. It is the most characteristic

28.
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feature of the programme ( 56 ). Second,there is the methodologi•
cal rule that this 'hard core' P0 will be maintained throughout
the research; in particular: it will not be rejected after an
empirical falsification of the theory T <57 )_ 'The most essential
quotation from Lakatos' works within the context of the present
paper is the following:
'This 'core' is 'irrefutable' by the methodological decision
of its protagonists' (58).
This quotation states on which grounds the 'hard core' P0 is
thus protected: it is an 'a priori' decision. The former history
of P may have been completely different <59 ), but that is of
0
no concern for the future in researchprogramme
which has
fixed its P 'at the start'.
0
So, if empirical falsification might lead to an adjustment
of the theory T, then the adjustment doesn't take place in P0 ,
but in the rest of T. We will denote this rest by A, because
it consists of •~uxiliary hypothesis'; Lakatos calls it the 'protective belt' around the 'hard core' P ( 6 o).o
In our theory-model of chapter 1, we have that both P0 and A
are represented by a conjunction of (independent) statements Hi'
and we have

f?,
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(3.55)
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IIIA. 3. The second theoretical outlook, called the 'positive
heuristic' of the research programme, consists of a perspective
rr )
which indicates how A is to be changed ' 0 1 • This perspective
suggests what will be a good change of A. It can give reasons
to improve A even when there are no empirical falsificationo F,
or rather: irrespective of them C52 ). Because of the 'positive
heuristic' it is the case that 'Science can grow without any
'refutations' leading the way'(G 3 ); this accounts for 'the relative autonomy of theoretical science' (G4 )_ The independentness
from the empirical results is so strong that Lakatos even writes:
'Indeed, if the positive heuristic is clearly spelt out, the
difficulties of the programme are mathematical rather than empirical (G 5 ).
The research, as set out by the researchprogramme ¥(>
will then produce a series of theories in the ('rationally reconstructed') course of time:
T • P0 /\ A, T' = P0 /\. A' , T 11 • P0 /\ A" ' •••

IIIA. 4.

39
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Each theory is an improvement on its predecessor, which was
rejected
either i) because the scientists decided to give account of
some empirical falsification F,
or
ii) because of theoretical reasons (stemming from the
'positive heuristics' only), which are irrespective of an empirical falsification F.
It is important to distinrish clearly oetween these two cases
of rejecting a theory ( 66 • Strictly speaking, only the first
case concerns our problem of the present paper.
IIIA. 5.
It is a part of Lakatos' philosophy of science that
proliferation of theories is mandatory. Both within a given researchprogramme !?., (67 ), and out(idj it: a proliferation of researchprogrammes J'C. 1 , f<, 2 ••••• 68 • The first doeazf t seem to
play an important role in the Lakatosian philosophy (G9 ), but
the second is crucial: a statement Hi from the 'hard core' of
.JZ can only be rejected when there is a rival researchprogramme 1<.,1 ( 70 ).
IIIA. 6. The heart of Lakatos' rejection-methodology (and in
fact of his whole 'methodology of scientific research programmes') is his conception of a 'progressive problemshift'. Scientific progress, both within a given f<, and in a tra.nsi tion
from one research programme ji( to another one 1( 1 , consists
of such 'progressive problemshifts'. It is defined in two steps.
Definition: (? 1 ) a 'theoretically progressive problemshift'
is the proposal of an alternative theory T'
next to a given accepted theory T such that
there is an observational statement E with
i) T /\ B trE
(3.57)
ii) T ' /\ B ' f- E
( 3. 58)

In here, Band B' are the background knowledges of T and T'
respectively.
Note, that theory Tis not rejected here: both theories T and
T' exist simultaneously. Note also the important fact that no
35 empirical falsifier Fas in (2.4) plays any role here. Tbe problemshift is irrespective of any empirical falsification.
In Lakatos' terminology, the statement E describes a 'novel fact'
38
(? 2 ), and the empirical content c73 )of the set of such state-

30.
1

ments Eis called the 'excess empirical ~ontent'

c7itT

1

over

T.
'novel fact' may consist of a former observational report
which is interpreted in a new way (75).
A

5

(Note: It is not clear to us whether Lakatos also subsumes
the requirement that T' must e~lain all the empirical successes of Tin the definition (? 6 ), but ills verbal matter is of
no final importance as the requirement certainly does occur in
his rejection-rule (see (3.59)) ).

10

IIIA. 7.
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Definition: (? 7 ) an 'empiricall~ progressive problemshift' is the proposal of an alternative
theory T' next to a given accepted theory
T such that
i) this constitutes a 'theoretically progressive problemshift',
ii) some of the 'excess content' of T'
over Tis empirically corroborated.

Obviously, such a problemshift is both 'empirically' and 'theoretically progressive'; Lakatos also calls it shortly 'progressive problemshi.ft' ( 7a).
Note, that again nothing yet has been rejected, and also that
no falsifier F has been introduced. The case that the problemshift i!, a reaction to such an F will be discussed in section

IIIE.
25

Terminologically! it is not clear whether requirement (3.59)
should be added ?9).
III A. 8.
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Ye now come to Lakatos' central 'rejection rule• (BO):

A theory Tis rejected if and only if
another theory T' has been proposed .. such
that
i) this constitutes an 'empirically progressive problemshift'
ii) for all observational statements L
which are ~ot empirically refuted (S1 )
one has
if T /\ B J- L then T' /\ B • t- L ( 3. 59)

31.
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The secoDd requirement states that T' also explains all the
empirical successes of T'. It is logically equivalent with:
ii) there is no empirically unrefuted observational statement K such that
T /\ B I- K and T' A B' I+ K
( 3. 60)
As a consequence, one is left with theory T' ( 'acceptance rule').
Lakatos usually says that T . is 'falsified' or 'superseded by
T' ' or 'eliminated'.
It is of enormous importance that no empirical falsifier F
(as discussed in chapter 2) pla,ys a role in this rejection rule 2
Therefore, the Lakatosian 'falsification' is radically different from the 'falsification' of Popper's 'logic of Scientific
Discovery', which is an empirical falsification. Lakatos calls
them 'sophisticated falsification' and 1naive falsification'
respectively, and indicates the gap between them as follows:
' 'Falsification' in the sense of naive falsificationism (corroborated counterevidence) is not a sufficient condition for
eliminating a specific theory •••• Nor is 'falsification' in
the naive sense necessary for falsification in the sophisticated sense •o•' (B 2). A falsification can take place entirely
motivated by the 'positive heuristics' or by overtaking by a
rival researchpro,ramme, irrespective of a possible logical
inconsistency {a; with a corroborated empirical falsifier.
One comment on Lakatos' 'rejection rule' is urgent. We have
announced that his rejection-strategy contains an essential
dichotomy between the 'hard core' P and the rest A. But the
0
foregoing rule reflects no such dichotomy at all; it is a uniform measure which nowhere uses the splitting of Tinto the
parts P and A. The same applies to his definitions o.f problem0
shifts. The explanation is, that Lakatos' 'rejection rule' is
an inadequate expression of his own intentions. He has forgotten to add the requirement that T' has the same 'hard core'
P0 as T, whereas if T' doesn't share this P0 , then it is a
member of another research programme; the 'falsification' is
then the transition to another researchprogramme. Also P0 is
then rejected, and this requires a different 'rejection rule',
which Lakatos gives as follows.

32.
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IIIA. 9.Definition (B4):
a 'degenerating problemshift' is the proposal of an
alternative theory T' next to a given theory T such
that for all observational statements E it holds that:
if.
i) T A B tf E and T ' /\ B ' t- E
( 3. 61 )
then ii) Eis not empirically corroborated.
In short: T' has no empirically corroborated excess content
over T. This can occur in two ways:~T' has no excess content
over Tat all, 2) it has, but the problemshift is 'theoretically progressive' without being 'empirically progressive'.

Definitions: C35 ) a series of theories T , T , T , ••• is cal2
1
3
led 'progressive'/ 'degenerating' if/if not each theory Ti
has been superseded by its successor Ti+ 1 in accordance
with Lakatos' rejection rule.
A researchprogra.mme ~ is 'progressive'/'degenerating' if
its produced series (3.56) is.

Ve now come to formulate Lakatos' central 'rejection rule' for
research programmes ( 3G).
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A researchprogramme ~ is 'superseded' iff
there is a rival researchprogramme ~ 1
such that
i) ~ is 'degenerating'
( 3. 62)
ii) 1<' is 'progressing'
(3.63)
Strictly speaking, this methodological rule is no 'rejection
rule', since it is still possible to continue working in a superseded researchprogremme ( 8 7).
The foregoing rule is at the same time Lakatos' answer to
the question: 'Given two rival researchprogrammes Y<. and 1?.'.
How can one decide which is the better one?' (a version of the
'theory choice-problem').
Lakatos emphasizes that the answer is not given by a crucial experiment between (a theory of) 1?. and (a theory of) 'jl1
(B 3 ).
The conflict between 1{ and 9{1 is 'a war of attrition', which
is decided by the degenerating of tbe one and the progres~ o!
the other. A crucial experiment can at best be a 'spectacular'
battle in that (long) war ( 8 9).
The progress or ~ stimulates the degeneration of $?.. : in -'1?.1

7.
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.

many 'novel facts' are (predicted and) ~ound, each of which
presents a challenge to 1-t,. However, if ~ did not anticipate
them, then their accomodation is not an empirically (because
not theoretically) progressive problemshift. This shows that
(3.62) and (3.63) are not entirely independent (and also it
indicates when two researchprogrammes are 'rivals') (go).

IIIA. 10.

As the final result of our exposition, we can now

recapitulate the fo.rmulation of Lakatos' full rejection rule
as follows:
A theory T of researchprogramme ~ is rejected if and only if
another theory T' has been proposed such
that one has:
i) • in case T' is a member of the s ~
research programme 12- __:.
this constitutes an _'empirically
progressive problemshift';
• in case T' is member of another researchprogramme f<' :
f{ is degenerating while 'lt. 1 is nrogressin5;
ii)
for all ynrefuted ob.s_ervational statements L:
if T /\ B .,_ L then T' A B' f- L •
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IIIB.

To return to the problemposing of the present paper:
which rejection methodology does Lakatos give when a theory T
is falsified by an empirical falsifier F?
1he 'rejection rule' of the foregoing suggests the main bulk
of the answer. Yet, it is not the full answer, since it is no
concrete rule but only a 'theoretical appraisal' and since it
is irrespective of any F.
As therefore Lakatos starts with silence, we start with the
logical triviality that, when confronted with an empirical
falsification F, one can do nothing or one can do something.

34-.
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IIIB. 1. One can do nothing about F, and one can stay in the
researchprogramme ~ . This we take as Lakatos' first method.
The only remaining thing to do is to work in accordance with
the 'positive heuristic'. Lakatos gives a picturesque sketch
of this 'lazy' attitude: 'He ignores the actual counterexamples, the available 'data'. •••• If a scientist (or a mathematician) has a positive heuristic, he refuses to be drawn into observation. He will lie down on his couch, shut his eyes
and forget about the data. ••• Occasionally, of course, he
will ask Nature a shrewd question: he will then be encouraged
by Nature's YES, but not discouraged by its NO' <91 ). The anomaly F will be 'recorded and publicly displayed' <92 ) and that
is all.
In this case we have
R = empty
(3.64)
and
s = SA
(3.65)
where SA is the part of A which can be replaced by a new part

such that the thus newly formed theory T' presents a theoretically progressive problemshift. Only such theories T' are
legitimate proposals within ~ ( 9 ?) (whether they will indeed
supersede T or not <94 )). Determination of SA can in principle
take place 'instantly by a priori logical analysis' <95 ) on
the moment when T = P0 A A is given, i£ one knows which facts
96 ). Therefore, determination of SA is in geneE are 'novel' (
ral only possible 'with hindsight' in the rational reconstruction' of the sequence (3.56).
We remark once more that we took (3.64) despite the fact that
actually T may be repla~ed by some T', the point being that this
replacement happens irrespective of F and that therefore (3.64)
is the answer to our present problem.
N
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IIIB. 2. One line of criticism of this method is the following.
Method (3.64) - (3.65) states that it is epistemologically reasonable to 'ignore' the falsification F and give priority to
theory-improvement by 'positive heuristics'. The pressure of
the empirical counterexamples is overwhelmed, so to sa:,, by the
theoretical power of the 'positive heuristics'o Then we deny
that this power of the 'positive heuristics' i$ indeed strong
enough for that, We give the following arguments.
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a)
First a general argument against the 'novel fact'-criterion. In general, if one wants to replace a theory T by an
alternative T' because of a certain aim, then this replacement is not ad hoc if t~ere are arguments for T' which are independent of reaching the aim.
For instance, if the aim is to accommodate a set of empirical data (cp. (3.59)), then the independent argument could be:
T' is better in accordance with the views of the 'positive
heuristics' than T. It is then not necessary to demand that
T' predicts a 'novel fact'. Another example: if the aim is
theory-improvement according to the initial theoretical outlooks of ~ , then an independent argument could be: T' also
has the empirical successes of T. One need not add that T'
should cover more. A third example: if the aim is both covering a set of empirical results~ improving on behalf of
theoretical reasons, then an independent argument could be:
T' covers a.n 'ignored' falsification F of T. Or: T' has acertain symmetry which T hasn't. Or: T' has features which are
borrowed from a succesful theory in a rival researchprogramme
f<J • Etcetera.
In general, such independent arguments can be provided bye~pirical facts or by theoretical considerations like: the theoretical outlooks of ff., the theoretical outlooks and successes of a rival 1?,1 , symmetry-considerations, intertheoretical
relations with other theories, etc •• . We then criticize the
La.katosian 'novel fact'-criterion by stating that i) it unnecessary restricts the 'independent argum,ents' to (indepe~det!!)
empirical facts, ii) it is ruled 'in advance' that these 'arguments' may not affect the initial theoretical outlooks of 1R.,.
That only empirical !acts are such arguments is a strongly empiristic poverty of the whole Popper-Lakatos-methodolog:y of
'progress'. In this respect, Duhem was better c97 ). Already
requirement (3.57) - (3.58) (let alone the empirical corroboration of E and requirement (3.59)) severely clips the wings
of theory-improvement - not to speak of 'rationality'.
/

35

b)

39

In the special case of IIIB. 1., we have that F, and
indeed all the available facts, are 'ignored'. Now Lakatos
defends the 'novel fact'-idea in the following way: 'A given
fact is explained scientifically only if a new fact is also

36.
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explained with it'. Ve have replaced this defence to s ection
IIIE (see also in particular notes (105) and (111) ), because
there the 'given fact' is indeed present; in the case IIIB.1.
it is not as it is 'ignored'. But what is the reasonability
of the 'second fact' if the first one is not even there?
Thus we hold that this Lakatosian argument for the 'novel fact'
cancels.

e)
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Other arguments for ignoring Fare not given by L~atos •
.An argument like (3.37) is avoided in view of (3.59). We conelude that method (3.64) seems rather a chronological than an
epistemological matter: answer (3.64) is just a delay and says
that the real answer will come later.
d)
When we now compare this pedestrian 'positive heuristics'
with the pressure of counterexample F, then the two issues are
well-balanced. In both cases, there is an addition to the empirical successes of ff).., (namely.
E respectively F), and a
theory-improvement (from T to T') guided by positive heuristics.
There is no reason why F would urge to a less interesting or
less fruitful improvement than the Lakatosian 'positive heuristics'. Perhaps the latter produces more novel facts E1 , E2 , ••• ,
but so may the former. And there is always this argument in
favour of F: that is has already been found, whereas of E that
still remains to be seen.

IIIB. 3. The following is a second line of criticism.
A counter-example against Popper's demarcation criterion is the
following statement:
H :
'There exists a function L (q1.•• , q.•• ) such that the equ1
o
t~
ation
9V
cl • ,
L db :::
is equivalent with - ·"u i -= mq/k •

f

o
-e,

30
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This statement H is not empirically falsifiable; it has no poo
tential falsifiers F. Yet it is certainly a scientific statement; it expresses a fundamental theoretical physical (not: mathematical) insight into Classical Mechanics, namely its accommodation in general Lagrangian theory.
Of course, H0 is falsifiable (9S), but it is not empirically
falsifiable.
More general: Lagra.'lgian and Hamiltonian f onnalisms in Pey-

37.
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sics are not empirically falsifiable ( though falsifiable ( 99)) ..
Yet, they express fundamental theoretical features of theories
and of intertheoretical relations (a.o. syY!lllletrJ-principles).
We draw the important general conclusion that the most fundamental. scientific insights of Theoretical Physics are not em...::.
piricallY falsifiable, and that this refutes Popper's ideology
of 'scientificness' and 'rationality'.
For Lakatos, H would belong to the unfalsifiable 'hard
0
core' P • An example of an 'auxiliary .hypothesis' would be:
0

10

where L1 is some function of the 'generalized coordinates' qi
and their derivatives q• 1 • Now this L may fail in yielding
1
the given equation _ .1.. V = ,m Lo.
&</;,
dt h
In that case, A is adjusted into
1

15

20

25
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for some L • The adjustment is not motivated by an empirical
2
falsification F, but by the 'positive heuristics' only: we try
to subsume Classical Mechanics under Lagrangian formalism. But
the adjustment of A into_A does not yield a 'novel fact' E.
1
2
Because the dynamical equation remains what it was. This theor;y-change is not even a theoreticallz progressive problemshift
and is what Lakatos calls a 'linguistic; face saving trick',a
'conventionalist stratagem'. The search for the co~rect Lagrangian (in our case: for L = T - V to prove H ), and there0
fore the research into the fundamental Lagrangian aspects of a
theory T and its relations with other theories, i~ an example
of .fUndamental scientific research which refutes Lakatos' 'methodolog:y of scientific research programmes', .And this is not
just some 'historical' counterexample from former ages, but it
concerns almost the whole of 20th-century Physics. There are
many more examples of theoretical research not leading to 'no•
vel facts'. The ad hocness, if prohibited at all, is prohibited by theoretical arguments.

nrc.
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But if one is confronted with F, ignores it and decides to leave the researchprogramme 1?., then (;.65) must be
replaced by

S = T

1

5

(= P

0

A A)

(5.66)

The decision to do nothing about F, so
R = empty
constitutes then Lakatos' second method.
Actually, very much or the whole of T may be rejected, but
this will be irrespective of F; especially because ~ is degenerating while its rival is progressing.

IIIC. 2.

30

Criticism of method (3.66) - (3.67) concerns the ~elative strength of programme-cha."lge relative to the pressure of
empirical counterexamples.
First, we can repeat the foregoing general arguments against
the underlying 'novel fact'-idea.
Second, there is the possibility of 'Kuhn~osses' Kin the transition from 'f{ to ff<.! , which affects the commensurability of
1<. and </{1 : these 'losses' may be fundamental from the point
of view of ~ and may balance the 'gains'.
Third, the criterion (3.62) - (3.63) is a very weak pragmatical-empirical one. It provides not even a whiff of a guarantee
that indeed 1,/ is theoretically more interesting and empirically more promising than ~ ( this latter follows because later
1
~
may be stagmating while 9(> is progressing: success in the
production of novel facts may go to and fro). It is entirely
invisible to us why the transition from ~ to ~ 1 would be a
progress. Also, already~ not-progressing step in (3.56) is
fatal. This all makes the Lakatosian 'theory choice' a weak
one.
Fourth, we must realize that exactly when~ is degenerating
we know that the theory-change will have to be an interesting_
one i f ~ is to survive. An .ffe.. in trouble will need a forceful medicine.

35

When we now compare such a theory-repair with the Lnkatosian
advice to change from ~ to $<.1 , then we are only convinced
that Lakatos recommends the easiest w;zy bu·t not the best one.
Ye don't believe that ignoring F (and leaving§(,) is sufficiently justified in this case.
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IIID. 1. ·rhe way 1D do' something about the falsification F is
also split in two: stay in fe or leave it.
To leave ffe, for the rival '1?_ 1 is now motivated by the falsification F. This is Lakatos' third method. However, F cannot be
seen as a 'crucial e:xperimen t' between ,j( and :i<.! which •forces'
the scientist to fl' (see IIIA. 9); at best it is seen so for
'psychological' reasons or for 'rationality principles radically

different from the ones we ••• discussed' ( 1 oo). It is possible
in Lakatos' 'anything goes'-methodology to leave~ for any
10

15

reason connected with the falsification F. For inotance: one had
never expected that F would occur, and looses confidence after
the falsification. (A list of reasons that ca.~ lead individual
scientists to another paradigm has been given by KtL.1.n. His so-called 'irrationalist' considerations are here a welcome complementation to Lakatos' 'rational' silence).
We write down:
S = T

R = T

20

25
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IIID. 2. Criticism of method (3.68) - (3.69) is dependent on
the specific methodological argtl.IIlents why the blow Fis considered an opportunity to leave~ for (1( 1 •
One criticism is, that criterion (3.62) - (3.63) can well be
violated if the falsification is a very killing one. For instance, if Einstein's postulate of the invariance of c were refuted
by experiments, then relativity were so profoundly shaken that
the relativity programme had to be rejected, whether or not a
rival is available and irrespective of the criterion (3.62) (3.63). Relativity with a variable c is just a complete 'impossibility', even though one might go on quite some time with producing novel facts.

In all generality, we can repeat the four criticisms of section IIIC. 2. We can add some more general arguments against
the rule (3.62) - (3.63).
First, this rule only allows the choice between the two eA"tremities J? and If<.! ; it does not allow to change <R_ in ways suggested not by the initial outlooks of 1( but of :Jc' • Criterion
(3.62) - (3.63) is then only an indication that there i s ~
truth in rpJ which ~ lacks.

40.
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Second, Lakatos not only 'rejects' but also 'eliminates' T (in
the sense of ch. 2). However, T (and~ ) could be .ciaintained
on a restricted domain of validity (specified by~'). In contrast to Lakatos, we don't 'see the rationality of the el .i mination of Newton's theory in favour of Einstein's' ( 10 1 ). Such a
rejected-but-not-eliminated theory still provides valuable insights, and can play an active role in formulating symmetry-principles, intertheoretical relations, general principles (like Lagrangian and Hamiltonian equations) etc. Also for the non-specialist such a T can still provide problems of a programmatic nature (for Newtonian Mechanics e.g. astronomy and space-explorations,
clockworks etc.). It is our general view that a research_program~ i s 'superseded' (and certainly in the sense of (3.62) - (3.63))

wtiich

15

can still be of great scientific (and practical) value, even if
it would never get a 'come back' in ·the Lakatosian sense (i.e. a
'progressive stage').

20

IIIE. 1. One can give account of the falsification F within the
researchprogramme 1<.. This we take to be Lakatos' fourth (and
most typical) method.
The only way to do, according to Lakatos' central 'rejection rule'
(see section IIIA. 8), is to construct a new theory T'~ this time
explicitly 'in order to accommodate some anomaly' C102 • So, in
contrast to IIIB and IIIC, we now explicitly require
T' I\ B' t- F

25

30

in addition to (2.2) and (2.3).
Since T' is to replace T, it must satisfy (3.57) and (3.58) with
an empirically corroborated E (see section IIIA. 7.).
1
Can F play the role of E? Perhaps that is formally possible( 0 3 ),
however, whether Fis a 'novel fact' is a verbal matter here as
(104)
it is clear from the context
that Lakatos wants at least
one E to be different from F. Thus we will put
E~ F

35

39

(3. 71)

One quotation: 'A given fact is explained scientifically only
if a new fact is also explained with it' C105 ); otherwise the
accommodation of F would be one of those 'ad hoc explanations,
empty prevarications, face-saving, linguistic t:Ii.cks' ( 106 ).
The requirement of excess content is Popper's famous antidote
against such 'conventionalist stratagems' C10 7 ), and in fact is
the heart of his whole methodology ( 10B). We can state that this

41.
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idea is also the main ingredient of Lakatos' conception of
'theoretically progressive problemshift' and therefore of his
methodology too, if we note the additional requirement here of
chronological nature ( 109 ): the corroboration of E .is to take
place in the ('rationally reconstructed') future. As long as it
has not taken place, the ad hocness of T' is not removed, and
(even though T' may already have been superseded by some T")
the researchprogramme still suffers from the punch given by F.
But as soon as Eis corroborated, T' supersedes T. Lakatos seems
more than right in stating that the whole idea is 'not entirely
110
new' (
) compared to 'age-old wisecracks against •• - ad hoc
explanations' t 111 ).
Important implicit assumptions in the idea are the Quinean thesis that indeed P0
'can be held true come what may',and Duhem's
rule of 'good sense' that one tries to avoid the 'drastic enough
adjustments elsewhere in the system' if possible and does with
small adjustments only <112 )
The outcome of the method is:
0

S = SA

(3.72),

20

with SA as defined in (3.65).
There is basically agnosticism with respect to the determination
of the actual R. One tries all choices of R, and any choice which
can be replaced by an Nin an empirically progressive wa:, can do
. b (113)
th e JO
•

25

IIIE. 2. Next to (3.72), there is the possibility of another
interpretation of Lakatos' method, namely if Lakatos wants to
combine the idea of empirical progression (3.72) with the Popperian modus tollens (3.12). In that case also O is protected, and
the method then says

30

S = common part of SA and U
(3.73)
114
Although Lakatos seems to say this at times <
), we have not
found a place in his works where it really plays a role.
A criticism of this combined method would be a combination of
the two criticisms.

35

IIIE. 3. It is good to realize that in method (3.72) the replacement of T by T' is not decided by an experimentum crucis. Although F formally satisfies (3.45), the present T and T' are no
simultaneously given competitors between which Fis going to de-
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cide. Rather, the outcome of F was available and disfavoured T
already before T' existed. This F then favours T' only by explicit construction: (3.70). Moreover, it is not F which decides
the choice between T and T', but the corroboration of E.
Does E play the role of a 'mL,or crucial experiment' ( 115 ) between T and T' ? It is impossible if we have
T /\ B rt- 7E
(3,.73)
(In view of (3.57) we then see that Tis incomplete). It is possible if we have

t- 7E
(3.,74)
and combine that with (3.59). Perhaps Lakatos had this possibiliTAB

ty in mind when uttering some remarks about crucial experiments
( 116 ). But we hold that that would be a mistake. The crucial experiment,though it may give something, doesn't give the decision
between T and T' (this might be why Lakatos put 'decide' between
inverted commas. Also, if the decision of this theory-choice
would come from an experimentum crucis, then it should be allowed
to construct a T' without a content-increase as well). That decision, again, is given by the empirical corroboration of E, ~
that is irrespective of (3.74). It thus makes no difference whether (3.74) holds or (3.73). We therefore conclude that Lakatos'
occasional remarks about crucial experiments are erroneously introduced 'dummies' in his methodology.
IIIE. 4. Criticisms of method (3.72) contain a.o. the foregoing
general arguments against content-increasing progress, to which
we add the following one.
Lakatos explicitly allows inconsistent theories (see again note
(83)). However, his 'Allez en avant et la foi tu viendra' in
such cases is a complete mockery of his own methodology. An inconsistent T derives a..~ything and therefore violates (3.57).
Such a theory can be of great scientific value, but when it comes to a serious test of hallmark (3.57) than one .£.s!:!l always prove
that the criterion is not met.
Further~ there is the 'Kuhnoid problem' (within
there may be a true observational statement K with

j'()

again:

T/\BI-K

39

and such that the change from T to T', which destroys the derivation of L, also destroys the derivation of K:
T' I\ B ' I+ K
( 3. 76)

1

10

Such a K would be a corroborated excess content of T over T'
and balances E: a Lakatosian choice between T and T' is impossible (as soon as T' were accepted, it would be superseded by
T, etc.). We claim that Lakatos did not gi•.re a methodology to
guarantee that no 'Kuhnoid loss' takes place behind our back
as a consequence of the theory-change to fetch F. It is only
abstractly postulated so in (3.59), but without a construction
method to reach the goal. was it more than a slip when Lakatos
wrote that T' is constructed by adding auxiliary hypotheses
to T (see note (71)) ?

13

The unnecessary and prejudiced protection of P0 is one of
the foregoing general criticisms to which we will come back in
ch. 5.

5

HOW IMPOSSIBLE IS A DIRECT EXPERIMENTAL HIT ON
A NARROWLY SPECIFIED THEORETICAL TARGET?

Chapter 4:

1
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15

We give a schematical outline of a research strategy, which
tries to find Rina logical-empirical wa,y. The general method
can be proliferated into logical-empirical-heuristic ones if one
involves an explicit heuristic in an essential way. That will in
practice be the most opportune approach, since otherwise the
proposal of new theories T' will have to be a blind mechanical
procedure (which moreover is very time-consuming). We do not intend to shed much doubt on the general wisdom that methodological rules are blind without competent scientific insight, substantial theoretical. outlooks, heuristic guidance.
Let T b e a scientific theory, combined with background
.knowledge B. IetT be falsified by the empirical falsifier Fas in (2.4). Suppose one intends to replace T
by a theory T', combined with background knowledge B'.
We can always write,denoting the common part of T and
T' by T ,
0

T • T

/\

0

T'
20

25

s

(4. 1 )

R

(4.2)

T A N
0

These are just implicit definitions of T0 , Rand N; in general we
allow that Rand/or N is empty, or that T is empty.
0
The replacement of this T by T' is methodologically equivalent
with the replacement of R by N. Our problem is to identify R.
The requirement that Tis not falsified by F states
T' /\ B' ff iF
If one would in addition have
T' I\ B'

~

F

( 4 . 3)
(4.4)

then T' would be incomplete and F would be a 'gap'. If one would,
however, have
T' A B' f- F

30

then Fis accommodated by T'.

34

We now formulate our 'rejection rule'
size that it is !!2! intended that one
consecutively in chronological order,
is applied in all generality. We just

(4.5)
in three stages. We empha-

applies these three stages
least of all if each stage
give a schematical repre-
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sentation which must be understood as a whole in its epistemological content. An actual application will usually be far less
general and will go to and fro throughout the ink letters of
these pages.

5

I.

IA.

First stage:

heuristic construction of alternatives.

Let R~ be an arbitrary part of T. Denote the rest
of T by T:l • So
T = T>., A

R;t

(4. 6)

Construct, for ever:y A, and V , a new theory T'~v
next to T b:y replacing R 6 b:y a new part Nv

10

(4.7)

Schematically, for T as given in (1.1), there are 2!1- possibilities for R;t • Thus A is an index running from 1 to -;fl. The heuristic possibilities for the invention of new parts Nv cannot
15 in a general schematic way be enumerated; thus V is an index
which we can only apply for the enumeration of the actually given proposals.
If v runs from 1 tom (say)Jthen this first stage generates
maximal (!) 2!1- x m alternatives T'~v
next to T. However, no20 thing is rejected yet: all these theories exist simultaneously,
and evecy T'AY
is only a possible candidate to replace T.

25
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It is crucial that R;>.
can be !:Bl. part of T. Thus we are against
all protectionist strategies, like the Lakatosian 'hard core-strategy ' , which specify an area P in advance where R ,- is commanded
to stay out. In our formal scheme: we insist on). to run from 1 to

~-

In Lakatos' we::, or speech, we are dreaming of 'a direct experimental hit on a narrowly specified theoretical target' <117 >.
Following this metaphor, every Rl is a 'theoretical target',
and when R). runs through T we are searching through the back-sight or our gun.

IB.
The heuristics provides (theoretical) guidance to the invention ot possibilities T' AV
• We essentially do not restrict ourselves to a particular .form of heuristics, and allow
apything that can lead to the proposal of competent trials T'w

•

46.

Some examples: we allow theoretical and metapb3"sical outlooks,
and we allow them to be changed by any pressure, such as in particular empirical facts or rival outlooks; we allow symmetry-considerations (118 ), intertheoretical relations, general prin5 ciples (like Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalism), simplicity
considerations, meaning considerations ( 119 ); in all generality
we also allow extra-scientific !actors (examples, the adequacy
o! which will vary from science to science, are:practical, technological, economical, social, political, ethical factors).
10 Yea, we even allow empirical facts, and inductive conclusions
drawn from empirical facts.
1

IC.
In principle, we thus adopt an 'anything goes'-heuristics,
though with the proviso that no part P of Tis protected. In
practice. the scientific world mq be divided into divisions
15 each o! which adopts a more restrictive heuristics. Different
views and e~ectations can lead to a division of labour.
Let us denote those 'divisions' c:i>1 ,CJ>2 , ••• ; let us demarcate
them such that each division 1)°' 1s characterized by a heuristics
'KK and a background knowledge B oc. •
20 Within each division~~, the specific heuristics~ prevents
that the proposal of alternatives T'w must be a blind mechanical
enumeration of RA and a blind gamble of Ny • However, each ~
may affect the empirical grip that ~4( can have on T; aDY specific heuristics will favour some replacement-candidates of T and
25 judge some others as prohibited. Therefore, the maximal empirical grip on T can only be reached if there is an unlimi~ proliferation of {mutually communicating) divisions x)« , the total
con.junction of which approximates as much as possible our 'anything goes'-b:uristics.
30

Needless to say, this principle is strongly related to Feyerabend's
'principle of proliferation'; the primary difference is that we
try to devise empirical tests of especially theoretical parts of
a theory T (which may be the only theory in the world).
II.

35

IIA.

Second stage: the empirical research.
For every T'\V : perform a series of crucial expe1
cAV
CAV
between T and T'~" •
r im ent s. { 20J c~V
1--'--=-2 , • • o k·-----....,:.;..--------.........------~-.,.1v

47.
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This series (including their number k) in general depends on the
theory T';u, • A variant is that one does with one constant
series

c1 ,

••• Ck.

The thoroughness of this series determines the strength of the
5 empirical grip that we have on the comparision ot T and T~v.
If in the first stage we were searching through the back-sight
of our gun, then we are now firing, with the crucial experiments
as empirical bullets. One can use a whole shot of o1 , but in
practice one could tr,y with one or two firm bullets only. Such
10 firm crucial experiments will be taken to be ot central theoretical importance in view of a speci.f'ic T 1 A.V , which was already
purpose.f'Ul proposed by the heuristics.
If (4.2) holds (for T' = Tlv ), then also F can be one of the
crucial experiments.

15

111

IIB.
Does every crucial experiment Ci lead to a clear decision
between T and T ?--Y ?
IIB. 1. We face the famous Duhemian argument against that ( 121 )
But:.now we have the 'Popperoid' repl;r
B' = B

20

In contrast to Popper's thesis (3.51), the present reply is

highly plausible. Because we do not discuss two historically
given, radically different points of view T and T', as did Popper. Our T' is a construction T'~v next to T, and will be understood in combination with the same _background knowledge.

25

30

Although the conception of 'background knowledge'is in all generality only a vague one, it is certainly safe to assume that one
scientist cannot have two different background knowledges Band
B' simultaneously. Thus the scientist who compares both theories
T and T'iv with the crucial experiments c , will invoke one and
1
the same background knowledge during the crucial experiments.

}5

IIB. 2. This doesn't exclude the possibility th~t different
scientists have~ different background knowledge B (as in Du.hem's
case), nor that different Kuhnian 'scientific communities',
Lakatosian 'research programmes', or Feyerabendian 'comprehensive cosmological point of view' have. It is of enormous impor-

1

5

tance to realize this. Thus we maintain that Popper's (3.51) is
equall~ implausible as our (4.8) is plausible. In contrast to
Popper's (3.51), we happily admit that different divisions ~O(
of the scientific world can have different background knowledges
Bcc• But within each division our (4.8) holds, in the form

B'

0C

In .here, B'
in

QC

= B

oc:

(4.9)

is the background knowledge combined with T '>..v

~O( •

IIB. 3. One might raise the problem whether T 'zy can be so dif10 ferent from T that within ,e~ the background knowledge is affected,
and changes from B°' into some new B«l.Y. But even in such a case,
the idea (4.8) remains unaffected as it will be this same new
background knowledge B~AV which is combined with both competitors
in the experim.entum. crucis <122 >.
15

IIC. A related argument can also be presented to Feyerabend's
I
'incommensurability -thesis: the two rivals T and T'>..V are studied by the same scientist, who confronts them with the Ci. Then
T and T',.v are not different enough <123 ) to display 'meaning variance' in a hindering enough way.
20 However, there is another, less 'Feyerabendian' type of 'meaningvariance •: 2!!§. scientist ss (consciously) assign different mean•
ings to one term occurring in different theories. But we claim
that in such a case it is guaranteed that the crucial experiment
c1 will give a definite result, because (3,45) will hold in both
25 meanings. And even if the two meanings, assigned to the observational statements (in particular the c ) might be strongly dif1
ferent, then an explicit meaning-analysis may as yet restore clarity about the outcome of the deductions (3.45) <124 )0
IID. Kuhn's 'communication gap' and 'peculiar blindness' <125)
30 do not occur between T and T'Av. There is no 'communication gap'
because there is no communication: the two rivals are only confronted with the experiments, in particular the Ci, and not with
each other. The 'peculiar blindness' for Kuhn-losses K plays no
role here: all the relevant observational statements have in prin35 ciple been listed in a bookkeeping which 1s common to both T
and T'~v. Thus it may happen that losses K occur, but this is
entirely submitted to the logical-empirical research. If acer-
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tain statement K cannot be allowed to be lost, then one rejects
all the T '~v which don't satisfy T '.\v I\. B' t- K ( 126 ).

IIE. Having thus replied to the scepticism of Duhem, Feyerabend
and Kuhn about the experimentum cru.cis between T and T'A.V , we
conclude that each ~rucial experiment c1 unambiguously points to
either Tor T'lv, In a formula: using (4.8) we have for each i:
either: TA B f- c1
and T')v /\ B ._ , c
(4.10)
1

or
10

:

T

f\

B f-

7Ci and T'"v /\

B I- Ci

(4.11)

Analoguous to (3.49) and (3.50), each c1 thus clearly votes for
either rejection of T and acceptance of T'~v QJ: vice versa.
The whole sequence gives k"AY such empirical votes. In general,
there is no reason whatsoever wh,y all crucial e:x;periments would
favour the same theory. We have found k,_v true observational statements (C or ,c ); let us denote those who favour T by
1

15

1

K1 , K2' ••• KP
and those who favour Tlv by
F1 , F2 , ••• F
4

In the transiton from T to T'~v, all the K1 would be(new)'Kuhn-

20

oid losses'; if one preserves T then all the Fi are(new)falsifications.
Thus we have fired to our 'theoretical target' R). , and we have
hit it by q bullets and missed it by p bullets of our shot.
III.

Third stage:

determining the final result on the basis
of the empirical data.

25 Now, the problem arises whether RA is killed by our shot. In
other words: the empirical results, consisting of the crucial
experiments C., the falsification F, and all the foregoing suc1.
ceases (and failures) of T, must now lead us to a conclusion about to reject either Tor T'AV, and this for all the proposed

30

T•~~.
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IIIA. This 'theory choice' may look like a difficult problem.
Yet, the case is not that difficult once one dicides to give a
logical-empirical method. The other factors have been invoked
already in the heuristics, and they show up in the set of generated T'~v. For instance: if one demands T' to have a certain

50.
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symmetry, then only such T'~v will have been proposed. I! one insists on (4.5), then all T'Av not satisfying it will have been
rejected. If one insists on (3.59), then the T'~v not satisfying
it are removed <127 ).

5

IIIB. It is not necessary to lay down a clear-cut receipt about
the choice between T and T'~v. Any the~r,y-choice, based on logical-empirical considerations only, is allowed in our method.

IIIB. 1. For example, one~ invoke the following auxiliary rule:

10

Let T be a theory, with a setr 1 of empirical successes,
1
and a set ii' of empirical falsifications. Let T2 be a
theory, with an analogous L 2 and T;, •
If
i)

and

15

(and ~ both
and accept T2 •

ii)

Li =- I 1

and

"I;

11

=

hold), then reject T1

First, this rule can be invoked to compare the several T'AV
with each other; that will knock out many possible alternatives.
Second, it can also be applied to the choice between T and T'Av;
20 the finding of a thus winning T ' ~v would be the best possible result from the logical-empirical _point of view.
The rule should not be contused with Popper's theory of 'verisimilitude' <128 ).

IIIB. 2. A variant of this rule is to leave out (4.13) and retain
25 (4.12) only. Then one strives towards maximal empirical successes, irrespective of the falsifications: once a theory is falsified then it is irrelevant bow many falsifications there are.
(Of course, once T' has been elected, one may make as yet a problem of those falsifications and apply the 'rejection rule' to T').

30 IIIB. 3. Another special strategy is to compare the crucial ex-

35

periments c1 , ••• Ck only, and leave out the other empirical
successes or failures of T and T'AV. The above rule then says,
when applied to the comparision between T and T'~v :
if i) q > 0
and
11) p • 0
then reject T and accept T 'A.v •

51.

2.t )

IIIB.4. The set ! 1 / t'.t (• 21 (\
is the set or 1Kuhnoid
losses'in the transition from T to T2 (If T • T and T2 • T' ,
1
1
then the crucial experiments K1 , ••• KP (see p.49, r.15) are
among them). The requirement (4.12) says that there are no such
5 losses. O! course, that would be a succes from the empirical
point of view. But in general, a T'AV will show a non-empty set
'!'1 / i:z of Kuhnoid-losses K. Still, one may accept such a T '.tv
on logical-empirical grounds. There is no law whatsoever which
says that losses of agreement with empirical results are forbid10 den, or which condems such a choice as non-empirical. What!!
un-empirical, is to 'ignore' such losses K, or have a Kuhnian
'peculiar blindness' (or 'communication gap') about them, or in
whatever way obscuring the empirical result K. In our research-strategy, however, the whole book-keeping of empirical results,
15 be they successes or falsifications or 'gaps' of T and/or T'Av,
is submitted to the logical-empirical research.
From the empirical point of view, the obvious aim is to restrict
the losses to the least possible. One can adopt an.y strateg:y to
restrict the damage (e.g. minimalisation of p). This can be done
20 by, for a;oy given A , try different v and see what comes out.
A more heuristic way to do it: construct a trial-theory T'Kf
which doesn't have the losses K, and learn something from it to
find a good T ').y •
This is the big difference with the genuine Ku.hnian paradigm25 -change, which is not submitted to an intersubjectively clear
uniform method, and which is 'blind' to the facts K once the new
paradigm T' is adopted.
1

Thus we maintain that, even in the case when not .fil the empirical results favour T'~v, it is still possible to adopt this
30 T'~v if it is, though not a flawlessly true theory, an empirical
improvement on T. The occurrence of 'Kuhnoid losses' K does not
diminish the logical-empirical character of our method. Because
it has,~hen, been shown by the available facts that some 'Kuhnoid losses' are to be suffered anyhow; and we do not obscure
35 their presence.

40

However, if there might be a theory T'~y possible which has no
losses compared to T, ~ it seems that our present method, if
carried far enough, is the primary one to find it. Protectionist
strategies, restricted heuristics, fixed theoretical outlooks,
generate lesser possibilities T'~v.

52.
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IIIC. Ye now assume that the logical-empirical policy of IIIB
has lead to the acceptance of a T'•p , which is better than T
but which is not itself worse than another T'AV according to the
sme policy in view of the same available empirical facts. (The
5 case T •~ =- T is not impossible). We also assume that possible
further restrictions on behalf of the heuristics have already
knocked out further theories (see IIIA)o
There is no reason whatsoever why there would be only 2ru!, such
T•~~. In other words, there is (like in 'SllY' other method) the
10 inherent possibility of a proliferation of new theories T•~~.
Also this proliferation is entirely submitted to the logical-empirical research. This proliferation does not show that our method
is un-empirical; there is no law which rules that logical-empirical
methods alwaJ'S must lead to unique results. For example: experi15 ments don't decide between
T'~v = 'snow is white and grass is red'
T '"<../A-

20

= 'snow is

red and grass is green'

It is the available facts which tell us that these two rivals are
'incommensurable' (and not: the Feyerabendian 'meaning variance').
An example like above can be given within every division ~"' of
the scientific world, and with given meanings of the occurring
terms. Proliferation can in cases be the best logical-empirical
result.

However, if there might be a unique outcome T•~~ possible, then
25 it seems that our present method is the primary one to find it.
In the above example, T and T')..v can learn something from their
rival T'~ on the subject of grasscolours. Orone may 'inductively'
come to an idea on the basis of observations on grass. This is
all possible in our non-protectionist 'anything goes'-heuristics.
;o One may then go back to step I again and propose
T' ot ~ = 'snow is white and grass is green' .:
as a new modification of the original falsified theory T. This
T 1 0<.~ will be the one and only survivor after thorough enough
cross-examination by eruc ia 1 experiments.
35 But the more one restricts the heuristics (preserving sacred initial outlooks, demanding novel facts in the future etc.) the more
one cuts off possibilities, and the less empirical one works.

-

1

IV. The outcome of our research strategy is, that theory T has
been rejected in favour of some T ~f • Formulae ( 4.1) and ( 4. 2)
are now known to be
•Toe./\

T

Rot

T'

5

and this is methodologically equivalent to rejecting R°' and replacing _it by the new part N~ , We have then found that the
'theoretical target' Rot has been shot down, if we used more empirical bullets C;~ , • • •
than only the original falsification F.

Ck~

10

In a formula: the outcome of our method is:

II

s

u

T

(because .ml:. part R of T can be replaced by an N such that some
crucial experiments could possibly favour T AN and disfavour
15

T

0

/\

R),

0

and

(4.17)
where R~ is the part which in the actual empirical results ~
dis.favoured.
20
(Note: Rot need not be unique. But if there are more possibilities R~ , RA , R~ , ••o, then we must not take the conjunction R = R 0<. A R~ A
••• , like we had to do in (3.4) and
(3.15) - (3.21). The difference is that there the 'logical' argument of the Popperian modus tollens compelled it; we here have
25 not invoked the modus tollens argument).

It is our claim that a genuine undecidable case cannot occur.
That is;· we hold that any falsified (and therefore imperfect if it were perfect then we would find T'~f = T) theory T can satisfactorily be replaced by (at least) one alternative T'o<.r • If
30 one would not find it, then we hold that the heuristics was too
narrow, or the set of crucial experiments was inadequately chosen.
An example could be the insistence on a 'hard core' P , which may
0
be the root of a hopeless empirical falseness of T. It is essential that our method contains no such restrictions, although we
35 allow them in a division of labour. I! is only the total result
of mutually interacting divisions0~ which (quite apart from the
37 intertheoretical debate)makes the method maximal empirical.

1

v.

We give some explanatory comments on the foregoing schematicaJ. outline of the research strategy.

VA. The basic idea is the following: if Tis falsified by F,
then we don't simply know which part R of it to reject. But n
5 can cross-examine T better by comparing it with adjustments Tiv
of itself. if we invoke some further empirical information by
crucial experiments c1 . This may lead to a strong empirical argument to reject a certain Roe ,
A special case is when F itself is one of the c1 • Then R~ is i10 dentified by a.o. checking whether its removal cures the falsification.
The invokation of further crucial experiments removes the hazardity of the first one(s) (cp. p.10, r.38 - p.11, r.7, also p.21,
r.27-29)0
15 (The idea to confront a theory T with several adjustments T'AY
of itself also occurred in the famous case of Euclidean v·e rsus
non-Euclidean geometries. The independent postulate, which was
replaced by alternative postulates Nv , was the parrallel postulate. Their comparison • . however, was not performed by cru20 cial experiments, although Gauss' measurement of the sum of the
three angles of a triangle could be considered such. Gauss was
not yet hindered by the Duhem-Xuhn-Feyerabend problems about crucial experiments).

VB. In general we need not require (4.5), and not even (4.3).
25 This may sound odd, because the falsification by F was the origin
of our problemposing. Yet it is simply possible that such is our
reaction to the falsification: F showed that something in Twas
wrong, and we found a better T', even though the strictly empirical shortcoming is still present in T '. That F falsifies T' can,
30 in view of the~ theoretical situation and in view of the newly
available facts (C 1 , c2 , ••• are added), be something quite different from its falsifying T. In such cases, the empirical cash
val.ue of the improvement shows rather in the new crucial experiments Ci than in the accommodation of the original falsifier F.
35 Still, such new theories T' and the crucial experiments c1 can
be purposeful chosen such that the research strategy is indeed
a (theory-guided) logical-empirical way to repair the damage
done by F.
39 But also without such an F one could apply our method to cross-

1

examine a theory T; thus our method can find more general appli-

cation than only a rejection rule for (empirical) falsification.

5

VC.
We compare the derived statements Land c1 with the empirical results, irrespective of how they were derived. We are tberefore not bothered by the problems about precise U-determination,
such as the sensibility for the T-B-borderline (cp. p.10, r.3436 and p. 12, r.32-33), and the elimination of dummy parts out
or U (p. 13, r.2-4; see the conjecture on p.15, r. 6-7).

VD.
What our method does !!2!, require:
10 Agreement with 'good sense' (Du.hem); a logical 'modus
connection between F and R (Duhem, Popper); agreement
initial outlooks, protection of a part P0 , production
nologically) novel facts, preservation of all the old
ting facts (Lakatos).
15

20
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30

tollens'with fixed
or (chrocorrobora-

important point of interpretation is the following.
It is not simply so that the replacement of R by N is a matter
of 'condemning R' and 'acquitting T0 ' . This wa::, of phrasing
would suggest that we can judge Rand T, and also N, as indeo
pendent pieces of knowledge. Rather, it is so that R only functions in the whole complex T A B, and N only in T' I\ B; T0 in
both. We compare only the two 'wholes' TAB and T' ~ B'. But
since they only differ in Rand N, everything works methodologically <129 ) as if we took out Rand inserted N. Semantically,
for instance, we may have that the synthactical body T has a
0
different meaning in T' A B than in T /\ B. So we did not simply
preserve the 'same' T0 • With T and T', a different class of analytical statements may be connected.
Also 'truth' is not simply established pro statement or pro part
R. In general, the semantical version of the Duhem-Quine-holism
(as proclaimed by Quine <130 )) is not yet directly touched at in
this paper.
VE.

An

VF.
As an important special case of the foregoing general method one can consider the measurement ~f abstract-theoretical
quantities.
,5 Measurement can penetrate far deeper into abstract theory than
can observation. Many quantities are not observable but yet are
measurable; for example: Planck's constant ( 131 ). Problem: how

56.
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can this far reaching force of measurement be explained?

VF. 1.

5

Our answer to this question is: such a measurement can
be represented as a series of crucial experiments between T and
a aeries of adjustments T'AV of T, each of which differs from
T only in that quantity.

In our example, Tis (non-relativistii) Quantum Mechanics,
which contains the hypothesis .
The state

( \JI)

1(
10

of a system satisfies

l'1'>

=

di

Ji 14'>

This is an abstract theoretical hypothesis. It is the only hypothesis of Quantum Mechanics which contains~ (also in the Hamiltonian~ ). It's expe::-imental value is (1958):

11

=

1,0544 • 10- 34

Joulesec.

(4.18)

The adjustments T' y of T are constructed by replacing H by
3
3
The state IW) of a system satisfies

15 Nv :

'Xv It>

=

iv

ft" 1'¥>

?tv

where
is an operator, defined by replacing~ by V in the
Hamiltonian; ),) is a positive number of dimension energy x time.
The measurement of ~ can now be represented as a crucial experiment between T and the T' v • The experiments clearly favour T.
3
20 Another example has been alluded to on p.39, r.22-30. (c has to
be replaced in both the wrentztransfo:rmations and the Maxwell
equations). Thus we can understand quite well that Einstein's
Researchprogramme,in Zahar's account <132 ), contained no 'hard
core'. In general it is unlikely to find a ~hard core' in a re25 search programme where a 'direct experimental hit' is possible
onatheoretical t~~hich is a vecy 'characteristic' ( 1 33) part
of the programme. We hold that that is in principle 'always' possible and that one therefore should expect 'hard cores' nowhere.

30

VF. 2. According to the Duhem-Quine-thesis, it logically-empirically'can be held true come what may' that~ should be replaced
(134) by

Jouleseco

5?.
1

5

and measurement-outcomes lead not to the adjustment of (4.19)
into (4.18) but to 'adjustments elsewhere in the system'. But
this so-called logical empirical possibility has never been realized by any physicist. Our method explains why; the other accounts don't.

a) The modus-tollens-method of Duhem and Popper cannot, since
their Swill be far too largaDerivation of an observational statement out of QM is impossible when using H only. A:n.y derivation
3
will invoke at least also Born's probability-interpretation, an
10 operator-representation of an observable, the state I~> , values
of some other constants (electrical charges, masses),assumptions
like '!zydrogen consists of H-atoms, each of which is a bound
state of a proton and an electron', etc.
Thus the case (3.1) cannot occur, and the case (3.12) gives a
15 large S which cannot explain why everybody 'directs the modus
tollens' exactly to the same hypothesis R = N~ in it. Our method
hits far deeper and sharper than the 'Popperian modus tollens'.
Popperian falsification is no crackshot (see also note (99) ).

20

b) The Lakatosian account cannot, since it must be perfectly possible to preserve N,-,. , change something else, and so produce
novel facts. Presumably, such a research-programme g?µ would in
the long run be superseded by the real Quantum Mechanics
but Lakatos cannot explain why~µ, was never tried. Measurement
ot 1\ is a far more 'direct experimental hit' than his methodology allows; it can strike without Lakatosian 'methodological decisions'.

se# ,

25

c) Measurement involves in general more theory than does observation. This extra theory is present particularly in (advanced) appamt;uses. Yet, also this is not the answer to our question (of
30 p. 56 r.1 ). In the first place, not always is much theory involved in measurement <135 ). In the second place, there is no reason
why a method would become more hard-hitting decisive by involving
more theory. The point, as shown in our account, is not the theoretical factor in the measurement, but the large amount of £.2m_35 monly shared theory in the alternatives T and T' V.

3

VI.
What is the epistemological positon of the foregoing research strategy? In general, we hold that methodological rules

58.
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can be considered a sort of intellectual instruments. Such a
method
can be applied in a descriptive and in a normative sense, but it does not coincide with those two applications, since
they don't exhaust its full inherent intellectual content.
The descriptive application connects tom the thesis 'In actual science, method 1'2. is adopted'. This descriptive thesis, not
the rule112 itself, can be confirmed or refuted by concrete scientific examples.
The normative application connects to1/2the thesis 'In actual
science, method m should be adopted'. This recommendation, not
itself, can be tested by asking for which purpose 7t one should
adopt it, and then seeing whether 7l2 does actually lead to 71: , or
whether another recommendation does it better.
Compare 'm with, sa:,, a measuring rod. The measuring rod is 30
cm. long, but it does not say that all objects have (descriptive)
or should have (normative) a length of 30 cm. It's importance
lies in the fact that we gain insight by comparing objects with
it. Thus, a methodological rule?12 may be false in its descriptive
interpretation and inadequate in some nonnative interpretation,
but yet it is of inherent intellectual epistemological value to
know that (where, how, why) the rule was violated.
Feyerabend's 'against method'-view ( 136 ) (shared by Lakatos< 1 3?))
only affects the descriptive and normative interpretation (with
7' = the purpose of 'progress'); it does not affect the possibility of intellectual systematical insight into the methods of
science.
A methodological rule 1ft can be refuted by proposing another
methodological rule m] which replaces it. There can be strong arguments against ;n,, but its abolition is ultimately a matter of
intellectual convention.

m

m

Chapter 5:
1

AGAINST 'HOLISMS' AND 'HARD CORES'

In this chapter, we give an informal upshot and informal .further

stress of the primary epistemological issue involved.

m.

I.
In the foregoing chapter, we have sketched a method
which tries to provide an as deep as possible empirical penetra5
tion into the abstract theoretical parts of a theory. We have
not come to an exact answer to the question how far this empirical method can go. But we claim to have come a lot further than
the Duhem-Quine thesis allows. In the words of Lakatos, the
('weak interpretation of') the Duhem-Qu.ine-thesis 'asserts the
10 impossibility of a direct experimental hit on a narrowly specified theoretical target •••• it•• denies the possibility of a
disproof of any separate component of a theoretical system'( 1 38 ).
We flatly disagree with (even this 'weak interpretation of') the
Du.hem-Quine thesis: the research strategy, schematically outlined
15 in chapter 4, can provide a logical-empirical disproof of a 'narrowly specified', 'separate' part R of a theoretical system.
Such a specific 'experimental hit' cannot be found by staring at
the theory T and the available facts F only, but by comparing T
with adjustments T 'A.V of itself and taking a decision on the ba20 sis of further crucial experiments c1 <139 J. That may learn us
which part of the system logically-empirically NEEDS 'adjustments'.
Such a 'disproof' is as fallible as any logical-empirical research and need not lead to a unique determination of R.
IA.
It is possible, for instance, to concentrate on one parti25 cular (suspect) R as follows. Construct T'=T0AN next to T=T0 I\R
and design crucial experiments c1 between them. Both N and Ci are
purposefully chosen. Possible failures Kj of T' can possibly be
removed by changing also some other part of T in a theoretically
clever way. One can thus strive towards a convincing result on
30 logical-empirical grounds. In general, the _method is theoreticallz guided, but it is not this theory which is the final DECISIVE
material: those are the empirical facts, and if they do not favour T', then R must be maintained on logical empirical grounds.
Not: by 'methodological decision' or just because it '£.!Y! be held
35 true come what may'.

II.

The Duhem-Quine-thesis explicitly does !!Q!_ proclaim

60.

1

5

a protectionist strategy (see P• 9, r.33). But it explicitly allows one (s'ee p. 9, r. 30) : the arbitrary fixation of a protected part Pis only possible because of the latitude in the determination of R. This R can be located anywhere in the 'theoretical whole', therefore one can always choose it outside P. This
Pis 'held true come what may' (seep. 9, r.30); cp. also p.10,
r.10-15.

A shouting exaJDple is Lakatos' 'hard core'-strategy. O! course,
Lakatos holds that ' 'Quine's weak thesis' trivially holds' <14o);
10 this gives him the necessacy freedom to go on <141 ) and elect
some 'sacred hard core'P <142 ) in advance. But it is possible
0
that the research method m of chapter 4 leads to the detemination or an R which overlaps with P0 ._ The logical-empirical research then would 'bite' the hard core; P0 would have to be re15 jected; its 'a priori' election would turn out to be a methodological blunder.

20

Whether indeed R (or one of the possible R's) .!!.ill, overlap
with P is a matter of the logical-empirical research rYl • Still,
0
its mere possibility allows us to conclude that the Lakatosiap.
'hard core'-methodolog,y is epistemologically untenable, because
this methodology decides in advance by (arbitrary) conventi.QB,
what coul~ and should be decided by logical-empirical research
in the course of time.
This epistemological thesis deserves some further explanation. Yb.at is violated by Lakatos is the epistemological principle
'If a question Q can be answered by a logical-empirical
researchmethod rr2- , then Q may not be answered irrespective of that method rfl. '
III.

25

30

35

This principle does not say THAT every question Q can be answered
143 ). It also doesn't say
by a logical-empirical researchmethod <
that logical-empirical methods are infa.11 ible, nor that facts
and logic are 'theory-free', nor that such methods are not guided by theories or heuristics, nor that they always lead to one
unique outcome.
The idea of the principle is rather this: whatever~ be
tested empirically, should be tested empirically; insofar as one

1

5

10

talks about the facts (a semantical aspect), talk in accordance
~ those facts and not irrespective of them (a methodological
aspect). If you can'see' by method?n that snow is white, then
it is not only wrong to say that snow is red, but it is also
wrong to 'decide' by convention that snow is red, or white, irrespective of the empirical method 'ffl. Thou shalt not tackle ignorance by arbitrary decrees but by a researcbmethod IF it is
available <144 ).
(This principle cannot be directed against researchprogrammes
in general. Einstein's researchprogramme, in the account of Zahar
<145 ), crucially deviates from the Lakatosian account by lacking
a 'hard core' P0 • See also p. 56, r. 20-24).
IV.
Also the relation of science and society is little helped
by the Lakatosian organisation of science.

15

Tentative definition: a 'prejudice' Pis an answer to a
question Q which .£!Y! be answered by means of a researchmethod m but which ll given irrespective of m .

A newsmedium, which would want to provide methodologically well-founded information, will receive little support from the Laka20 tosian type of science. Why would a journalist avoid prejudices
P if the 'scientific elite' is explicitly allowed to have them?
<146 ). Like'good scientists' in a Lakatosian researchprogramme,
one 'decides in advance' to stick to a prejudice P0 and maintains
it until, some decades later, it is overtaken by a faster running
25 prejudice of a rival newspaper •
.And where remains the reliability of a medicine, which is said
to be produced On the basis of modexn scientific insights? Those
scientific insights can just be the playtool of some scientific
school, which 'happens to like' <147 ) this P and clamps to its
0
30 arbitrary election even though a thorough logical-empirical cross-examination112- might possibly show that this P0 is the theoretical root of a hopeless empirical falseness. If we realize that
an empirical falsification might here be a dying patient, then we
see that Lakatos' arrogant 'methodological decision' and neglect
35 of logical-empirical method is also a danger from the ethical
point of view. We recommend to the reader, if he might come to be
hospitalized, to ask his doctor first whether he is a Lakatosian.

NOTES
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(1) Carnap (1956).
In the spirit of Carnap's later elaborations of the 'doublelanguage'-model, the Hi would cover the three kinds of postulates:
1. The 'F-postulate' TOR (that is, the Ramsey-sentence of the
theory TC), which is the synthetic part or the theory TC.
It is one statement or second order.
2. The 'analyticity postulates' AT for the 'theoretical langun.gc~
TOR_. TC. This is the analytical part of TC; it in one statoment of second order.
3. The 'analyticity postulates' Ao for the 'observational language'•
See Carnap (1966), especially p. 272. It is arguable to cover
only TCR and TCR~TC, since they are equivalent with the theory TC, and to put Ao in the background-knowledge B. Anyhow,
since the theory TC is represented by only two (big) statements,
i.e. T = H1 AH2 , this model is inadequate for discussion of
the wanted falsification-'rejection rule'.
(g) See especially Lakatos (19?0). A discussion will follow

20

in chapter 3, section III.

(2) Tarski (1956), ch. III.

25
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(~) Du.hem (1954), p.187, r.37 - p.188, r.1: 'Physical science
is a system that must be taken as a whole; it is an organism
in which one part co.nnot be made to function except when the
parts that are most remote from it are called into play, sorae
more so than others, but all to some degree'.
This rather extreme 'holism' springs off Duhem's nccount
of the testing of theories. His following conclusion is in
this paper ta.ken to be an essential content of the p:robler:iposing:
'In sum, the physicist can never subject a.~ isolated hypothesis to exporimental test, but only a whole group of hypotheses; when tho experiment is in disagreement with his predictions, what he learns is that at least one of the hypothcsea constituting this group is unacceptable and ought to be
modified; but the experiment does not dosignat~_which one
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should be changed' (Duhem (1954), p.187, r.25-30; underlinings
added).
(2,) The logical notion 'part of' is in all generality not easy
to define adequately. The most obvious choice is by means of
logical entailment: statement Pis part of statement Q iff
QI- P. But this leads to the unfortunate consequence that any
two statements X and Y have a .common 'part', i.e. XV Y. This
formal problem plays a hindering role e.g. in the definition
of circular explanations (if an explanation is taken to be
'not circular' if explanans and explanandum have no common part).
In our case, T and B would have a common 'part', and therefore
(1.7) - (1.10) could not hold.
In our approach, we must think of having listed all the statements Hi and all the (relevant, used) statements B of B.
1
A 'part of' Tis then only taken to be a conjunction of such
Hi' and a part of Ba conjunction of such Bi. Then T and B
have no 'common part', and are clearly separated.

(.§) Compare also Lakatos (1970), p.131, r.17-20: 4 • • • we cannot articulate and include all 'background knowledge' (or
'background ignorance'?) into our critical deductive model.
This process is bound to be piecemeal and some conventional
line must be drawn at any given time'.

65.
Notes on chapter 2: 'The clash between theory and experiment'
1

5

(i) For instance, if L states 'all swans are white' and P
states 'swan a is black' then the deduction (2.3) holds if we
add the tacid premiss 'for all x, if xis white then xis not
black'. It can be defended that such statements are analytically true sentehces from the language. The alternative view
is that they are hypotheses from the background knowledge;
in that case (2.3) strictly speaking should be read as
F /\ B

10

15

.,._ 7L~
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(~) Popper (1959), a.o. sections 8 and 22.
A 'fortified' observational statement is a statement which
describes a reproducible effect and which is intersubjectively
testable. At other places, Popper discusses other requirements
on F, for instance that they describe positions of pbysical
bodies (ibid, p.10,, r.?-12), or that they only are 'lower
level'-statements (ibid, section 18). We do not adopt these.
(,2.) Compare also Lakatos: 'We cannot avoid the decision which
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sort of propositions should be the 'observational' ones and
which the 'theoretical' ones' (Lakatos (1970), p.127, r.23-24).
We add the comment that this decision is extra inevitable
in the whole Popperian tradition in philosophy. Because 'empirical falsifiability' can only then be a restricting requirement on a theory. Ever,y set of statements T has 'falsifiers'
Fin the sense that.!! Fis accepted that THEN Tis rejected
(!or instance: T = 'God is in.finitely good' has F =- • God is
only finitely good'). Thus ever;y statement would be 'scientific'
in the Popperian sense, if there were not the restriction that
F must be an observational statement.
Since also for Carnap the distinction between L0 and LT
(the 'observational' resp. 'theoretical' language; see Ca.map
(1956)) is largely conventional, it is not obvious that the
Popperian resistance to the Lr-L0-dichotomy has any point.
(1.Q.) Under the proviso, of course, of note(§_).

(jj) Lakatos (1970), p.100, r.11-12: 'exactly the most admired

35

scientific theories simply fail to forbid any observable state
of affairs'. For a full discussion see chapter 1 or Lakatos
(1971 b).
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(~) Lakatos (19?0), p.99, r.29-,0i 'clashes between theories
and tactual propositions are not 'falsi!ications' but merely
inconsistencies'.
(11) Lakatos (1970), p.160, r.1?-24:
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'lcrentz ••• showed that
Michelson 'misinterpreted' the !acts ••• that Michelsons calculations were wrong••• concluded that l'll.chelaons experiment
did !!2!. refute Fresnel's theory, and that it certainly did not
prove Stoke's either'.

(14) There seems to be a wide-spread impression about Popper's
'The Logic or Scientific Discovery' stating that a falsified
theory T should indeed be 'reJected' (and even 'eliminated')
completely, in all its assumptions Hi. The falsification would
be an enormous shipwrecking, after which the scientist would
have to start '.from scratch'.
We question here whether this interpretation can be found
in the text of the book. The work of Lakatos has emphasised
that a tals1!1cat1on need not lead to more than rejection or
only one assumption Hi. But the logical-methodological point,
we claim, was already to be found in the early work of Popper;
more clearly in Duhem (see note(4)of chapter 1 ). For further
discussion see the next chapter.
(12,) Du.hem (1954), p.187, r.25-30 (see note 4, r.33 etc.).

25

(16) The 'domain of validity' of a
be established by a comparision of
results. What one in general needs
which shows (by an (approximative)
retically is the shortcoming of T.

theory T cannot in general
T with the observational
is an alternative theory T',
derivation of T) what theo-

(22,) Feyerabend (1970 b), p.203, r.15-18:
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'•••

I shall call

the advice to select from a number of theories the one that
promise$ to lead to the moat fruitful results, and to stick to
this one theory even if the actual difficulties it encounters
are considerable, the principle of tenacity'.
The coUllterpart is the 'principle of proliferation', and
'the interplay between tenacity and proliferation••• is also
an essential feature of the actual development of science'
(op.cit., p.209, r.1-3).

67.
Notes on chapte~ • W',q.ich Pg.;.. t of g, fqlaif iod

t49or;r

iq to

be

1

roj octod ? t I
(j§) Quotations to support this (most extreme .torm or the)

thesis:

'Pb.ysical science is a system that must be taken as a whole;
5

10

15

i :t is an organism 1n which one part cannot be made to function
except when the parts that are most remote from it are called
into play, some more so than others, but all to some degree'
(Duhem (1954), p.18?, r.3? - p.188, r.1).
•••• The idea we have put forth is••• that comparision is
established necessarily between the whole of theor,y and~
whole ot exPerimental tacts ••• ' (ibid, p.208, r. 27-28).
'••• it is not between two hypotheses, the emission and
wave hypotheses, that Foucault's experiment judges trenchantly;
it decides rather between •sets o! theories each of which
has to be taken as a whole, i.e. between two entire systems,
Newton's optics and Huyghens' optics' (ibid, p.189, r. 29-33).

-- -------
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'... our statements about the external world fac• the tri1!~2!!.-C?!_!!.J:.!.!._f!..JEl?.!~!.!.X:.~ not individually but only as a corporate body' (Quine (1953), p.41, r. 8-10. And Quine added in
a footnote: 'This doctrine was well argued by Duhem').
'Taken collectively, science has its double dependence upon
language and experience; but this duality is not significantly
traceable into the statements of science taken one by one'
(ibid, p.42, r. 5-8).
'The unit of empirical significance is the whole of science'
(ibid, p.42, r. 14 - 15).
'The totality of our so-called knowledge or beliefs, from
the most casual matters••• to the profoundest laws ••• is a
man-made fabric which impinges on experience only along the
edges. Or, to change the figure, total science is like a field
or force whose boundary conditions are experience. ••• But the
total field is so underdetermined by its boundary conditions,
experience, that there is much latitude of choice as to what
statements to reevaluate in the light of any single contrary
experience'. (ibid, p.42, r. 16- p.43, r.1).
(.12,) Quine (1953), p.43, r. 10-12, resp. r.16.
(£9,) Du.hem (1954), p. 216, r. 31-32.
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(~) Duhem (1954), p. 217, r. 9-13: 'The methods they follow
are juatitiable only
elCJ)eriment, and it they both succeed
in satia.tying the requirements or experiment each is logically
pel'llitted to declare himself content with the work that he has
accomplished'.

b•
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Duhem ( 1954) • p. 218, r. 6-9: 'In an,y event this state of
indecision does not last forever. The day arrives when good
senae comes out ao clearly in favor of one of th.e two sides
that the other side gives up the struggle even though pure
logic would not forbid its continuation'.
(~) Duhem (1954), p.217, r. 16-24: •••• certain opinions
which do not tall under the hammer of the principle of contradiction are in any case perfectly unreasonable. These motives
which do not proceed from logic and yet direct our choices,
these 'reasons which reason does not know' ••• constitute what
is appropriately called good sense. Now, it may be good sense
that permits us to decide between two physicists'.
Ex:amp\es of good sense- considerations are: don't change
a theo17 fundamentally if ;rou can do with a minor change (ibid,
p.217, r. 24-28. This suggestion is an anticipation of Lakatos' conception or an 'auxiliary hypothesis'), and: don't keep
endlessly labouring on a worm-eaten theory when one can construct a good alternative (ibid, p.217, r.28-33).
(5i) Duhem (1954), p.217, r.35-36.

25

(52) Duhem (1954), p.218, r.2?-29. The necessity to be an
'impartial judge' reveals itself in the 'lengthy quarrels'

between two competing physicists.
(~) Duhem (19.54), p.189, r.34-38.
(g]_) Duhem even anticipated Popper in stating that the vic-
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torious hypothesis H' is not proved by the experiment. The
reason is, that H' is not the only conceivable alternative of
H (presupposed ie, of course, that H' takes not the form 7H).
So, H' may loose a later battle against a possible H'' etc.
Duhem (1954), p.190, r. 12-19: 'Unlike the reduction to absurdity employed by geometers, experimental contradiction does
not have the power to trans!orm a physical hypothesis into an
indisputable truth; in order to confer this power on it, it
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'. . . 1.
would be neceasarJ to enumerate completely the various hypotheses which may cover a determinate group of phenomena; ,ut the
physicist is never sure he has exhausted all the imaginable
assumptions. 'f ue truth of a physical theory is not decided by
heads or tails'.
(~) Popper first formulates his 'modus tollens':
'Given the relation of de4ucibility, t-.p, and the assumption p, we can then infer t ••• ; that is, we regard
t as falsified. •••• we may also write the falsifying inference thus: ( (t ~p).p) _.. t, or in words: 'If p is derivable from t, and if pis false, then t also is false' '
(Popper (1959), p.76, r.12-18),
and then goes on with the crucial remark:
'By means of this mode of inference we falsify the whole
system (the theory as well as the initial conditions)
which was !~S~!r~g for the deduction of the statement p,
i.e. of the falsified statement. Thus if cannot be asserted
of any one statement of the system that it is, or is not,
specifically upset by the falsification' (Popper ( 195(__,),
p.76, r.19-23).
Note: Popper here doesn't yet speak about Tin conjunction
with B, but in conjunction with I(= the conjunction of the
initial conditions).
Note: See also note (14); the above quotation, taken from a
crucial part of the book, should take away the possible miounderstanding.
(~) Popper (1959), p.76, r.23-25: 'Only if p (i.e. our L,
J.L.Ev.) is independent of some part of the systec can we say
that this part is not involved in the falsification'. m
......._.._- ~
This quotation states that S has no parts in overlap with o,
so: t .... s •
And Popper (1959), p.76, footnote 2: 'Thus we cannot at
first know which among the various stntements of the remaining
sub-system t' (of which pis not independent) we are to blame
for the falsity of P; which of these statements we have to alter, and which we should retain (I am not here discussing interchangeable statements)'. This quotation states that Sis
not just a part oft', but (at least) the whole of it, so
3 r t •,
and that R is an unknown part of t'.

----~-----------------~---~--~~
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(J2) A forceful support tor this is the following quotation:

'••• the falai!ication et a logically deduced statement may
aometimea not a!fect the whole system but only some part of
it, which may then be regarded as falsified. This is possible
because, although the theories of pbysics are in general not
completely axiomatized, the connections between its various
parts ma;, yet be sufficiently clear to enable us to decide
which o! its sub-systems are affected by some particular falsifying observation' (Popper (1959), p.72, r.10-16). (And Popper added 1n footnote the promise that 'The point is more fully
discussed in my Postscript, especially section •22•.)
(ll.) Because of a relation (to be explained in note 34) to the
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problem o! 'Kuhn-losses'.
With a 'Kuhn-loss' we will here mean an observational statement K, which was accepted as true and was explained by the
first Ku.baian 'paradigm' T, but which is not explained by the
second 'paradigm' T', which is the successor of T. We will
here add that K could be accepted as true by T' (that is, by
the members of the 'scientific community' which is 'committed'
to T') if those scientists would concentrate on it. According
to Kuhn, this happens 'peculiarly' little:
'There are losses as well as gains in scientific revolution and scientists tend to be peculiarly blind to
the former' (Kuhn (1962), p.167, r.18-19).
So, a 'Kuhn-loss' is here a loss of agreement with observational
psults.
Another interpretation of the sort of losses, mentioned by
Kuhn, is: los9 of significance. A 'Kuhn-loss' is then a (not
necessary observational) expression S (term, statement, or a
group of statements) which is significant (meaningful) relative
to T but not relative to T'. We claim that this second interpretation is more to the heart of the matter discussed by Kuhn,
especially where he aims at the 'communication-gap' between two
paradigms. See especially Kulm (1962), p.149-150. For example:
'Within the new paradigm, old terms, concepts, and experiments !all into new relationships one with the other. The inevitable result is what we must call, though the term is not
quite right, a misunderstanding between the two competing
school•' (ibid, p.149, r. 8-12).
'Communication across the revolutionary divide is inevitably
partial' (ibid,p.149, r. 26-2?).
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The opponents or Einstein's general theory of Relativity,
who held that 'space could not be 'curved' '(Kuhn (1962), p.
149, r.14) and or Copernicus, who opposed beoause 'Part of
what they meant by 'earth' was fixed position' (ibid, p.149,
r.29-30) lead to a variation of the second ~Kuhn-loss'-interpretation, namel7_: chge of meaning.
Compare: 'Rather, it was a whole new way or r~garding the
problems of physics and astronomy, one that necessarily changed the meaning of both 'earth' and 'motion'' (ibid, p.149,
r.32 - p.150, r.2). We can reformulate this as a change in the
class o! analztiealb true statements. The two 'lost' analytical 1iruths are, in these two examples:
'Space cannot be curved'
'The earth cannot be moved'.
Kuhns phrasing '. • • the concept of a moving earth was mad'
(ibid, p.150, r. 2-3) can then be interpreted as:
(1) 'The expression 'moving earth' is meaningless'
or (ii)'The statement 'the earth moves' is analytically false'.

We claim that this third interpretation of 'Kuhn-loss' refleets the best Kuhn's intentions, and is the best explication
of his metaphorical phrasing that 'In a sense that I am unable
to explicate further, the proponents of competing paradigms
practice their trades in different worlds' (ibid, p.150, r.
7-9).
But in this paper, we will only need the first(worst) interpretation.

30

(~) Even when 'good' , in the Popperian philo.sophy, only meano
'not yet bad', that is, not yet falsified.
Poppers more 'positive' appraisal-e!forts in terms of 'corroboration' and 'verisimilitude' will not be discussed here. The
idea in our present case is, that T /\ B0 was to a large extend
0
(i.e. its part O /\part of B0 ) not 'involved' in the derivation
and was therefore also not 'corroborated'.

35

(~) We define a set T of statements to be 'complete' rglative
to a set fl or statements if r
for all G ~ Q it holds that: either T t- G or T t- 7 G.

n
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In other words: St is dependent 04 T. For all G E
one
can, by way of speaking, ask T whether G holds or not, and T
then gives an unambiguous answer: either yes or no (not both
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i ! we take T to be consistent). If that were not

so, then T

gives no answer and has n 'gap' in G. Whether this is n shortcoming cannot in genera! be said. It is often required o! a
physical theory T that it be complete relative to some class
Q • The statements of f2 are then considered to be of some
epistemological and/or physical importance. An obvious example
is that S-l is the class of observational statements in T' s
domain of application (e.g. for Newtonian Mechanics f l contains
statements of the form 'Physical body Stakes at time t the value q for its position and p for its momentum'. Here, it is possible that { p / > me; the domain of a.Pplication of T is in
general wider than its domain of validity. But a statement like
'Physical body Sis blue' does not belong to it).
In Quantum Mechanics, the notion of completeness is a prominent issue of discussion, and already (but by far not only)
this makes it a central notion in the methodology of Physics.
Einstein, Podolski and Rosen stated in their famous article
'Can Quantummechanical Description of Physical Reality be considered complete?' (Phys.Rev.~ (1935) 777-780) that~ shoulJ
be the class of propositions describing 'the physical reality'
(where for 'reality' a criterion is given); they then criticize Quantum Mechanics for not being complete. Bohr's reply
(article of the same title, Pbys,Rev. ~ (1935) 696-702) can
analogously be schematized as stating that this was the wrong
choice of
Bohr then argues for 'a radical revision of our
attitude as regards physical reality' • .Bohr's choice of 0
could be circumscribed as the class of classical descriptions
of macroscopic measuring-devices. Reichenbach (in his 'Philosophic Foundations of Quantum Mechanics', Berkeley 1946) takes
Q to be the probability statements about measurement-outcomes, and calls Quantum Mechanics 'statistically complete'.
There are quite some completeness-notions (for a collection
see R. Schlegel: 'Completeness in Science'), but whenever completeness of a fundamental theory causes trouble it usually is
the choice or Q , not the requirement of completeness itself,
which is the primary issue of debate. We can say that 'completeness' is one of the foremost methodologies..! requirements on
a scienti!ic theor,y.

-

-

r,;

(ii) The statement K is, in general, not a 'Kuhn-lose' in the
40
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sense of note (31) (first interpretation). But it becomes so
as soon as T and T' are chronolo5ically succeseing 'paradigms'
1n the sense of Kuhn. Because of this connection we called the
problem 'Kuhnoid' ('Kuhn-like').

1
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But our T and T' may be contemporaries, also, they need
not be theories of the tundamental comprehensive kind as
'paradigms' are. They need not be connected with different
(competing) 'schools' (i.e. with their Kubnian 'commitment'
and the 'communication•gai>' between them).
(22,) 'It is often only the scientific instinct of the investi-

10

gator (influenced, of course, by the results of testing and retesting) that makes him. guess which statements oft' he should
regard as innocuous, and which he should regard as being in
need of modification' (Popper (1959), p.?6,note 2).
(2§.) 'Yet it is worth remembering that it is often the modir ication of what we are inclined to regard as obviously in-

15

nocuous (because of its complete agreement with our normal
habits of thought) which may produce a decisive advance. A
notable example of this is Einstein's modification of the
concept of simultaneiey'. (Popper (1959), p.?6, note 2).

(32) Popper (1959), p.77, r. 1-3.
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(~) 'We may distinguish, within a theoretical system, statements belonging to various levels of universality. The statements on the highest level or universality are the axi<as;
statements on the lower levels can be deduced from them.
Higher level e.mpirical statements have always the charactal'
of b;ypotheses relative to the lower level statements deducible from them: they can be falsified by the falsification of
these less universal statements. But in 8XJ:3' hypothetical deductive systea, these less universal statements are themselves strictly universal statements•••. Thus they too must
have the character of hypotheses - a fact which has often
been overlooked in the case of lower-level universal statements' (Popper (1959), p.?5, r.16-26). And: 'I shall say
even of some singular statements that they are hypothetical
•••' (ibid, p.?5, r. 35-36).
(~) 'This may happen if a well-corroborated theory, and
one which continues to be further corroborated, has been
deductively explained by a !l!:!!, hypothesis of a higher level'
(Popper (1959), p.??, r. 3-6).

1
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(~) '1'b.e attempt will have to be made to test this new hypothesis by means of some of its consequences which have not yet
been teated. If any of these are falsified, then we may well
attribute the falsification to the new hypothesis alone. We
shall then seek, in its stead, other high-level generalizations,
but we shall not feel obliged to regard the old system, of lesser generality, as having been falsified' (Popper (1959), p.77,
r. 6-11).
(ij)

But Feyerabend is not really knocked out

by this. His 'in-

commensurability' stems from the thesis that F has a different
meaning relative to T than to T' ( 'meaning variance'). One the~!ore should distinghuish between F (that is, F with the meaning
1
relative to T) and F (relative to T'); strictly speaking also
2
between L1 and L2 , between L' 1 and L' 2 etc. Formulae (~.43) 15 (3.46) are then more difficult to interpret. Still, an unambiguous result is not impossible if one would find:
P t- 7 L 1 and 1 I- L ' J:D,g, 1 I- 7 L and F f- L • ( that is :
1
2
2
1
2
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(3.46) bolds in both meanings).
The restriction to 'yes-no'-reaults is the decision to allow
truthvaluea of statements as their only important semantical properties. In particular meanings are discarded. But that decision
is a blunder: meanings play an indispensible role, (perhaps) in
the analytical statements ot the scientific language (see note(7)
tor a s)ecial case), but certainly in logical deductions because
of the rule (better known to mediaeval logicians than to quite
some 20th-century formal system-experts), that one should not
use a term in a logical deduction twice with different meanings.
The logical deduction 'f'ty shoe contains a sole, a sole is a
fish, ergo: ~ shoe contains a fish' is invalid. And 'A V 7A'
is only a logical tautology if A is used twice in the same meam.ing. Logic therefore presupposes a theory of synonymity, otherwise it reaaina an inapplicable acheae. Popperian philosoph;r
fundaaeptallz discards theory or meaning and discusses then mainly 'progress' in science. The present writer prefers progress in
the production of chocolate letters above ink letters. Feyerabend's
incomaensurability-thesis cannot be criticized by discarding
meanings, but by criticising 'meaning variance' and /or its influence on methodological rules.
An effort to illproYe the result 'yes' is to let both theories
give an explication of 1, and see whether they both agree about
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the eaae explication 'F sa:,s E'. Thia would be a useful result
even though 'meaning variance' would now be replaced to the terll.8
used ill the explicate E.
(~)Seethe quotations ill note (18), especially Duhe• (1954),
P• 189, r.29 - 33.

(il) '••• one might be tempted to object (following Duhem) that
in every test it is not only the theorz under investigation
which is involved, but also the whole system or our theories
and assumptions - in fact, more or less the whole of our know10 ledge - so that we can never be certain which or all these assumptions is refuted' (Popper (1963), p.112, r. 22-26).

(~) See note (2?).
(!2) See again Du.hem (1954), P• 189, r.29-33 (as in note 42).

(~) 'Du.hem, in his famous criticism of crucial experiments •••
15 ••• succeeds in showing that crucial experiments can never establish a theory. He fails to show that they cannot refute it'
(Popper (1963), p. 112, note 26).

25

(~) 'But falsification, though it surely occurs, does not happen
with, or simply because of, the emergence of an anomaly or .falsifying instance. Instead, it is a subsequent and separate process
that might equally well be called verification since it consists
in the triumph of a new paradigm over the old one. Furthermore,
it is in that joint verification-falsification process that the
probabilists comparison of theories plays a central role' (Kuhn
(1962), p.14?, r.11-18).

30

(48) The reader is reminded that Band B' take in our (Popper's)
generalisation the place of Duhem's competing 'theoretical groups'
or 'wholes' (note (27) and note (43)), and then almost certainly
are at least partly different. But this is all not so essential
for the present argument.

20

(~) Following his remarks, quoted in note (43), Popper states:
'But this criticism overlooks the fact that if we take each of
the two theories (between which the crucial experiment is to decide) together with all this background knowledge, as indeed we
35 must, then we decide between two systems which differ onl:y over

?6.
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the two theories which are at stake' (Popper (1963), p.112, r.
26-30).

Because . Popper proceeded as follows: 'It further overlooks,
the tact that we do not assert the retutation of the theory as
5
such, but of the theory together with that background knowledge;
parts of which •••• may indeed one day be rejected as responsible
for the failure' (Popper (1963), p.112, r.30-33).
So, it is the 'whole' TAB which is 'falsified' (following our
term.inology of ch. 2) but only the part T can be 'rejected'. In
10 Poppers interpretation, .mt. part or TAB can later be 'rejected'.
It is then unclear to us what exactly Popper's point in note (49)
is.
(.2Q)

(.21) Popper again answers agnosticistic to this: one cannot de-

cide within T. But yet he adds that later one may perh.a'Ps reject
15 a part of T as responsible for the failure, 'if other cru.cial
ex;periments can be designed' (Popper (1963), p.112, r.32-33).
For us, this remark is obscure. Between what and what are those
future crucial experiments? And why to do such difficult research about a falsified and rejected theory T which has already
20 been superseded by a better alternative T' ?•
(~.) '... the problem of incommensurability arises only when we
anal:,se the change of comprehensive cosmological points of view
- restricted theories rarely lead to the needed conceptual revisions' (Feyerabend (19?5), p.284, r. 32-34).
25 The reader is reminded of (3.43), which guarantees at least some
degree of commensurability, i.e. relative to the observational
phenomenon F. But this leaves open the possibility that T and T'
are incommensurable with respect to other phenomena than the
considered crucial experiment F.
30

(22.) Developed in Lakatos

(1968), Lakatos (1970), Lakatos (1971a)

and Lakatos (1971b).
(~) Lakatos calls them 'methodological rules'(Lakatos (1970),
p. 1 32 , r. 19 ) •
continuity evolves from a genuine research programme
35 adumbrated at the start' (Lakatos (1970), P• 132, r.18•19).
'•• a 'research programme' ••• , with a 'hard core' and with a 'positive heuristic' ••• , all according to a preconceived plan' (Lakatos (19?1a), P• 99, r.18 - 22).
(2.2,) ••••
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(.2§.) 'All scientific research programmes may be characterized

by their 'hard core' '(Lakatos (1970), p.133, r. 9-10).
(22.) 'The negative heuristic of the programme forbids us to di•

5

10

rect the modus tollens at this 'hard core' ' (Lakatos (1970),
p. 133, r. 10 - 11). Also: 'The negative heuristic specifies
the 'hard core' of the programme which is 'irrefutable' by the
methodological decision ot its protagonists' (Lakatos (1970),
p. 135, r.11-13).
(~) Lakatos (19?0), p.133, r. 31-32. See also the foregoing note,
and: '••• a conventionally accepted (and thus by provisional decision 'irrefutable') 'hard core• ••• ' (Lakatos (1971a), P• 99,
r. 18-19).
(22,) 'The actual hard core of a programme does not actually e-
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merge fully armed like Athene from the head of Zeus. It develops slowly, by a long, preliminary process of trial and error'

(Lakatos (19?0), p. 133, footnote 4).
(§Q) •••• we must use our ingenuity to articulate or even invent
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'auxiliary hypotheses', which form. a protective belt around this
core, and we must redirect the modus tollens to these. It is
this protective belt of auxiliary hypotheses which has to bear
the brunt of tests and get adjusted and re-adjusted, or even completely replaced, to defend the thus-hardened core' (Lakatos
(19?0), p. 133, r. 11-16).
(§1) 'the positive heuristic consists of a partially articulated

25
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set of suggestions or hints on how to change, develop the 're.futable variants' of the research progr8Jlllle, how to modify, sophisticate, the 'refutable' protective belt' (Lakatos (1970), P• 133
r. 13 - 16).
'••• a 'positive heuristic' ••• defines problems, outlines the
construction of a belt of auxiliary hypotheses, foresees anomalies and turns them victoriously into examples•••' (Lakatos
(19?1a), p. 99, r.20-22).

(~) 'The positive heuristic of the programme••• ignores the
actual counterexamples' (Lakatos (1970), p. 135, r. 17-22).
35 •••• some of the most interesting modifications are motivated by
the 'positive heuristic' of the research programme rather than
by anomalies' (Lakatos (1971a), p. 101, r. 6-8).

78.
'The scientist lists anomalies, but as long ae his research progr8JlllDe sustains its momentum, he may freely put thelll aside. It
is primarily the positive heuristic of his programme, not the
anomalies, which dictate the choice or his problems. Only when
5 the driving force of the positive heuristic weakens, may more attention be given to anomalies'. (Lakatos (1971a), P• 99, r.22-27).
'The positive heuristic sets out a programme which lists a chain
o! ever more complicated models simulating reality' (Lakatos
(1970), p. 135, r.18-20), and Lakatos comments: 'Most, if not all,
10 Newtonian 'puzzles' ••• were foreseeable ••• : Newton must have been
fully aware of the blatant falsity of his first variants. Nothing
shows the existence or a positive heuristic of a research program.me clearer than this fact' (Lakatos (1970), p.136, r.11-16) and:
'This shows once more bow irrelevant 'rei"utations' of any speci15 fie variant are in a research programme' (Lakatos (19?0), p.136,
r.20-21).
See also Lakatos''new criterion of demarcation between 'mature
science'••• and 'immature science' '(Lakatos (1970), p.175, r.68): 'Mature science consists of research programmes in which not
20 only novel facts but, in an important sense, also novel auxiliary
theories, are anticipated' (Lakatos (1970), p.175, r.1?-18).
1

(§2) Lakatos ( 1970 ), p.121, r. 10-11.

(§i) Lakatos ( 1970), p.137, r.25.

(§.2) Lakatos ( 1970), p.136, r. 23-25J

25

(§§.) '\./hile naive falsificationism stresses 'the urgency of replacing a falsified hypothesis by a better one', sophisticated

falsificationism stresses the urgency of replacing AQZ hypothesis by a better one' (Lakatos (1970), p.122, r.2-5).
'Nor is 'falsification' in the naive sense necessar;r for fal•
30 sification in the sophisticated sense: a progressive problemshift
does not have to be interspersed with 'refutations' ' (Lakatos
(1970), p. 121, r.8-10).
See also Zahar: 'Applications of the heuristic to specify problems (which may or may not be set by 'refutations' or anomalies)
35 generate a sequence of theories' (Zahar (1973), p.100, r.15-17).
(§2) "l'he problem fever of science is raised by proliferation of

rival theories rather than counterexamples or anomalies' (Lakatos
(19?0), p.121, r.16-18).
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. . . proliferation

of theories cannot wait until the accepted
theories are 'refuted''
(Lakatos (1970), p.122, r. 1).
'The honesty of sophisticated falsificationism demanded that
one should try to look at things from different points of view'
(ibid, p.122, r.23-25).
t

(68) 'The history ot science has been and should be a history

of competing research programmes (or, if you wish, 'paradigms'),
but it has not been and must not become a succession of periods
10 of normal science: the sooner competition starts, the better for
progress. 'Theoretical pluralism' is better than 'theoretical
monism• : on this point Popper and Feyerabend are right and Kuhn
is wrong' (Lakatos (1970), p.155, r.10-16).
'Criticism of a programme is a long ••• process •••• ••• it is
15 only constructive criticism which, with the help of rival research programmes, can achieve real successes ••• • (Lakatos (1970),
p.179, r.21-25). Note, that the 'constructive criticism'of $(.
is intended to reject R; the 'construction' rests in the proposal of the better alternative !/(. 1 •
20 Lakatos sketches his own views as 'The reconstruction of scientific progress as proliferation of rival research programmes ••• '
(Lakatos (1970), p.179, r.11-12).
(§2.) Because Lakatos only discusses the case where theory Tis

25

30

superseded by only 2!12. alternative T'; thus the account within
one research programme is quite 'monotheoretical '• True, during
the (possible) period of coexistence of T and T' there is a rivalr,y between them. But this competition is not profound (both
T and T' have the same P0 and probably the same B), and is easily decided as soon as one 'novel fact' ia empirically !ound.
(2Q.) Lakatos asks 'Can there be any objective •• reason to re-

ject a programme••• ?' and answers that 'such an objective reason is provided by a rival researchprogramme which explains the
previous success of its rival and supersedes it by a further display of heuristic power' (Lakatos (19?0), p.155, r.2<>-25). It
35 follows that this is also Lakatos' answer to the 'theory-choice
problem'. For a further discussion see section IIIA.9.

(2.:!) 'Let us take a series of theories T1 , T2 , T,, ••• , ••••
each theory having at least as much content as the unrefuted
39 content of its predecessoro Let us as:, that such a series ot

so.
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5

theories is theoreti9all1 progressive (or 'constitutes a theoreticallY progressive problemshift) if each new theory has some
exoeas empirical content over its predecessor, that is, if it
predicts some novel, hitherto unexpected !act'. (Lakatos (19?0),
p.118, r.9-16).

Comment: Lakatos added that 'each subsequent theory results
from adding auxiliary clauses to (or from semantical reinterpretations of) the previous theory in order to accommodate some
anomaly' (ibid, p.118, r. 9-12). But from the whole context it
10 is clear that it is not necessary to invent a new theory 'in order to accommodate some anomaly' only; this would neglect the
positive heuristics (see section IIIA. 3). And certainly)if one
does, one cannot manage by 'adding auxiliary cl.auses to the previous theory'. Because, if T1 is empirically falsified by the
15 falsifier F, then also T2 a T1 A anything is falsified by F.
Trivially, conjunctive extension doesn't remove falsification;
a 'layer model' of cumulative growth is there.fore wrong.
It is somewhat ambiguous in how far one should take Lakatos'
theoretical exposition in Lakatos (1970), section 3, literally.
20 As far as the terminological matter is concerned, we have le.ft
out the requirement that '••• each theory having at least as
much content as the 11Drefuted content of its predecessor' (ibid,
p.118, r.12-13) and added that in (3.59).
(,Zg) There are two quite different circumscriptions of 'novel

25

fact'.
The first one: 'novel facts, that is, facts improbable in the
light of, or even forbidden, by T' (Lakatos (1970), p.116, r.2425). Also: 'A new .fact must be improbable or even impossible in
the light of previous knowledge' (Lakatos (1970), p.118, foot30 note 2). Here, there is no chronological requirement on the fact,
which is stressed by the footnote: 'I use 'prediction' in a wide
sense that includes 'postdiction' ' (ibid, p.116, footnote 4).
For instance, E may be a falsifier of T which describes an ageold fact (it belongs to the 'sea of anomalies').

,5
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The second one: it is now requested that empirical corroboration
of E ha,ppens after T' has been proposed (and the derivation
T' A B' t- E made) even though the observational report may stem
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from the past. This shows up in phrasings like 'anticipating novel facts', for instance: 'A researchprogramme is said to be
progressing as long as its theoretical growth anticipates its
empirical growth, that is, as long as it keeps predicting novel
5 facts with some success ('progressive problem.shift'); it is
stagnating if its theoretical growth lags behind its empirical
growth, that is, as long as it gives only post-hoc explanations
either of chanie discoveries or of facts anticipated by, and
discovered in, a rival programme ('degenerating problemshift•)~
10
(Lakatos (1971a), p.100, r.26-32). Here, nothing is said about
an improbabll.icy- 'in the light of T'•
Both quotations are from crucial theoretical expositions in Lakatos' articles. I ,q>ressions like 'hitherto unexpected fact' (Lakatos (19?0), p.118, r.16) are ambiguous.
15 Note, that an excess content of T' over Tis already reached
without adding chronological requirements on E and without adding that E 'probably' is a falsifier of T (see note (73)).

(Z,2.) In the Popperian philosophy, the 'empirical content' of a
set of statements Tis the set of potential falsifiers of T.
20 For instance: 'the empirical content of a theory is determined
by (and equal to) the class of those observational statements,
or basic statements, which contradict the theory' (Popper (1963),
P• :,85, r.15-17). Its ·, central importance inthe Popperian heuristics is fomulated by Lakatos in (19?0), p.132, r.22-24.
25

;o

(.2!!;)' T' has excess empirical content over T: that is, it predicts
novel facts ••• ' (Lakatos (1970), p.116, r.23-24). It is often simply called 'excess content'.
Usually, however, Lakatos doesn't stick literally to the Popperian definition of 'empirical content' and calls the novel
facts E themselves the 'excess content'; for instance: 'Progress
is marked by instances y~~~~-1:!i..S_ excess content rather than by
falsifying instances' (Lakatos (1971a), p.101, r.2-4).

(22) '••• we should certainly regard a newly interpreted fact as
a new fact' (Lakatos (1970), p.157, r. 8-9).

35

(2§.) See again the end of note (71 ).

('11.) 'Let us se-:, that a theoretically progressive series of theories is also empirically progressive (or 'constitutes an empi-
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rically progressive problemshift •) of some of this excess empirical
content is also corroborated, that is, if each new theory leads us
to the actual discovery of some new fact' (Lakatos (19?0), p.118,
r.16-20).

5

(2.§.) 'Finally, let us call a problemshift progressive if its is

both theoretically and empirically progressive, and degenerating
if it is not' (Lakatos (1970), p.118,r.20-22).
(22,) See end o! note (5?) again.

(~) Lakatos (19?0), p.116, r.21-28: 'For the sophisticated fal10 sificationist a scientific theory Tis falsified if and only if
another theory T' has been proposed with the following characteristics: (1) T' has excess empirical content over T: that is, it
predicts novel facts, that is, facts improbable in the light of,
or even forbidden, by T; (2) T' explains the previous success of
15 T, that is, all the unrefuted content of Tis included (within
the limits of observational error) in the content of T'; and (3)
some of the excess content of T' is corroborated'.
(§1) 'Not refuted' is a weaker requirement than 'corroborated'.

(~) Lakatos (1970), p.121, r.5-9. Some other quotations:
20 'Contrary to naive falsificationism, no experiment, experimental
report, observation statement or well-corroborated low-level falsifying hypothesis alone can lead to falsification' (Lakatos (1970),
p.119, r.20-23),
'••• a progressive problemshift does not have to be intersper25 sed with 'refutations' ' (Lakatos (1970), p.121, r.9-10).
•••• the crucial element in falsification is whether the new
theory offers any novel, excess information compared with its predecessor and whether some of this excess information is corroborated' (Lakatos (1970), p.120, r.23-25).
30
'Mere 'falsification' (in Popper's sense) must not imply rejection. Mere 'falsifications' (that is, anomalies) are to be recorded but need not be acted upon' (Lakatos (1971a), p.100, r.1-3).
'Progress is marked by instances verifying excess content
rather than by falsifying instances; empirical 'falsification'
35 and actual 'rejection' become independent' (Lakatos (1971a), p.
101, r.2-5).
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(§...2) In

conclusion, logical consistency is not a m9thodological

requirement of Lakatos. This is further emphasized by his example of '.Bohr: a research programme progressing on inconsistent
foundations' (Lakatos (19?0), section 3c2). Also '••• some or
5 the greatest scientific research programmes progressed on inconsistent foundations. Indeed in such cases the best scientists'
rule is frequently 'Allez en avant et la foi vous viend.ra' '
(Lakatos (1971a), p.113, r.3-6). And 'Neither the logician's
proof of inconsistency nor the experimental scientist's ver10 diet of anomaly can defeat a research programme in one blow.
One can be 'wise' only after the event' (Lakatos (1971a), p.101,
r.16-18).
However: 'consistency ••• must remain an important regu1ative
principle••• and inconsistencies (including anomalies) must be
15 seen as problems'. (Lakatos (1970), p.143, r.12-15). His argument: 'If science aims at truth, it must aim at consistency'
(ibid., p.143, r.15-16). It is not always easy to distinguish
between Lakatos' concrete methodology and his more abstract
'theoretical appraisals '. Consistency seems te belong to the
20 latter (together with 'verisimilituie' or 'the aim at truth').
The logical argument of (2.4) is obviously no reason for 6z
Lakatos to reject the theory (see again quotations in note (-68-)},
this is the crucial difference with Popper's modus tollens'-method, which says that it is.
25

(~) See note (78).
(§.2.) Lakatos immediately defined it all directly for series of

theories, and 'therefore' also for researchprogrammes; see note
(71).
(86) 'If a research programme progressively explains more than

30
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a rival, it 'supersedes' it, and the rival can be eliminated (or,
if you wish, 'shelved')' (Lakatos (1971a), p.100, r.33-34).
'The historian who accepts this methodology as a guide will
look in history for rival research programmes, for progressive
and degenerating problem shifts.••• he will look for a large
scale progressive programme overtaking a degenerating one. •••
a••• war of attrition between two research programmes' (Lakatos
(1971a), p.102, r.1-10).
'Can there be any objective ••• reason to reject a programme
••• ? Our answer, in outline, is that such an objective reason

1

is provided by a rival research programme which explains the previous success of its rival and supersedes it by a further display
of heuristic power', with the footnote: •ruse 'heuristic power•

here as a technical term to characterize the power of a research
5 programme to anticipate theoretically novel facts in its growth.
I could of course use 'explanatocy power' ••• ' (Lakatos (1970),
p.155, r.20-25, footnote?)•
'Only an extremely difficult and -indefinitely- long process
can establish a research programme as superseding its rival'
10 (Lakatos (1970), p.163, r.10-11).
'According to my methodology••• scientific revolutions consist of one research programme superseding (overtaking in progress)
another• (Lakatos (19?1a), p.99, r.6-9).
'••• this methodology predicts that it will be found that vic15 tor.r was due to empirical degeneration in the old and empirical
progress in the new programme' (Lakatos (19?1a), p.118, r.12-14).
(§2.) Lakatos repeatedly states that he doesn't want to give con-

20
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crete methodological (practical) working-rules at all for the
scientist. His methodology only gives 'normative rules' or 'theoretical appraisal' or 'regulative principles'. As indicated already in note (69), the difference between the two is not always
crystal-clear.
For example: 'One may rationally stick to a degenerating programme until it is overtaken by a rival and even after. • •• Both Kuhn
and Feyerabend conflate methodological appraisal of a programme
with firm heuristic advice about what to do. It is perfectly rational to play a risky game: what is irrational is to deceive
oneself about the risk'. (Lakatos (19?1a), p.104, footnote). On
the other hand, bis concrete advices to editors of scientific
journals are more than clear (ibid, p.105, r.2-3).
Lakatos' appraisals concern research programmes (not: theories,
and not 'communities' and s-cientists). Strictly speaking, a scientist who asks his wife every morning in which research programme
he will work today, is comp\\tely 'rational' according to the
Lakatosian definitions. Thusvis quite understandable that Feye:rabend claims these appraisals to be 'but an ornament which makes
us forget that a position or 'anything goes' has in fact been
adopted' (Feyerabend (1970b), p.229, r.13-14). See also ch.16 of
Feyerabend (1975), a.o.:'Taken by themselves, the standards are
incapable of forbidding the most outrageous behaviour' (p.197,
r.16-17 ).
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(88) 'There are no such things as crucial experiments, at least
not if these are meant to be experiments which can instantly
overthrow a research programme' (Lakatos (1970), p.173, r.20-22).
'Even when a research programme is seen to be swept away by
5
its predecessor, it is not swept away by some 'crucial' experiment' (Lakatos (1970), p.163, r.12-14).
'••• the most celebrated crucial experiments••• either•••
were accepted as crucial for no rational reason, or••• their
acceptance rested on rationality principles radically different
10 from the ones we just discussed' (Lakatos (1970), p.114, r.2528).
'The negativity - and importance- of the ~ichelson-Morley experiment lies primarily in the progressive shift in the~ research programme to which it came to lend powerful support' (La15 katos (1970), p.163, r.16-19), and: 'As it is with all experimental results, its negativity for the old programme was established
only later, by the slow accumulation of ad hoc attempts to account for it within the degenerating old programme and by the
gradual establishemnt of a new progressive victorious programme
20 in which it has become a positive instance' (ibid, p.163, r.3-?).
' 'negative crucial experiments' play no role' (Lakatos (1970),
p.187, r.9-10).
'where the falsificationist sees the instant defeat of a theory, ••• the history will detect a complicated war of attrition,
25 starting long before, and ending after, the alleged 'crucial experiment' ' (Lakatos (1971a), p.118, r.4-7).
'An experiment is repeatedly performed, and as a result, the
first is defeated in this battle, while the second wins. But the
war is not over ••• ' (Lakatos (1970), p.158, r. 9-11).
30

35
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(~) 'In fact, when one research programme suffers defeat and is
superseded by another one, we may- - with long hindsight - call
an experiment crucial if it tu.ms out to have provided a spectacular corroborating instance for the victorious programme and a
failure for the defeated one (in the sense that it was never 'explained progressively' •••• within the defeated programme)' (Lakatos(1970), p.173, r.22-27).
Lakatos' ironical attitude towards the overestimation of crucial experiments shows up in: 'the honorific title of 'crucial
experiment'' (Lakatos (1970), p.159, ro10), and 'the honorific
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title may be withdrawn and the 'crucial experiment• may turn from
a defeat into a new victory for the programme' (Lakatos (19?0),
p.173, r.32-34).

(~) Host clearly put in the .following quotation: 'If ~ progres5 sea, it is bound to slow down the progress of ~1 since
will
anticipate some novel facts faster than
Indeed, .9?1 without 1<.l may be seen as progressive but against the background o!
~! it may be degenerating, the signposts of progress are anticipated novel facts: a rival programme may eat them away' (Lakatos
10 (1971c), p.17?, r.24-29).

i, .

J?i

(~) Lakatos (1970), p.1;5, r. 21-22, .footnote 1.
(,2g) 'The scores of the rival sides••• must be recorded and

publicly displayed at all times' (Lakatos (1971a), p.101, r.2526).
15

(2,2) A slight rephrasing of Lakatos: 'For the sophisticated fal-

sificationist a theory is 'acceptable1 _'•••only if••• the new
theory has excess empirical content' (Lakatos (1970), p.116, r.
11-16).

20

(,2i) In order to supersede Tit is required that some of the excess content of T' is empirically corroborated; this 'can be

checked only empirically and this may take an indefinite time'
(Lakatos (1970), p.116, r.18). Lakatos also calls it 'acceptability2• (ibid, p.116, r.16).
(~) 'The first clause can be checked instantly by a priori lo25 gical analysis' (Lakatos (1970), p.116, r.17). We insert here
the suggestion that there might be a numerical expression for
the strength of the 'positive heuristics' (of Jl in the stage T):
it is the number of statements Hi in SA over the number of statements in A. This number varies from O (no theoretically pro30 gressive problemshift possible: acute stagnation of~ ) to 1
(every auxiliary hypothesis can be replaced in a 'theoretically
progressive' way: maximal heuristic possibilities).
(.2§.) Lakatos refers for this qualification to Lakatos (19?0),

35

p.155-157, where the 'hindsightiaspects of the notion of 'novel
fact' are discussed.

1

'In the course of its develop-

(9,2) Duhem (19.54), p.206, r.14-19:

ment, a physical theory is free to choose any path it pleases
provided that it avoids any logical contradiction; in particular,
it is free not to take account of experimental facts. This is no
5
longer the case when the theory has reached its complete development'.
This 'positive heuristic' is more liberal than the one of Lakatos (it allows 'conventionalist stratagems'). However, here
it is necessary to determine when the theory has reached that
10 'complete development', a problem which doesn't occur in Lakatosian methodology.
( In fact, it is unclear what happens when a Lakatosian 1' has
reached full completion and truth: such an P<. cannot 'progress'
any- further and therefore degenerates. But there will not be a
15 better rival. Lakatos essentially needs that theories are false
or incomplete).
(2.§.) This is trivially so, as discussed in note

20

(9). The reader

can immediately formulate a statement F such that 1! F were true
that THEN H0 were false. The point is that F cannot be an observational statement.
(~) For example: the statement
'For every dynamical equation there exists a function L
such that
tt

f

8

L

Jt =

0

is equivalent with it'

25

can be falsified by t,a class of dynamical equations admitting or
no Lagrangian formulation (see Bunge (1967), ch. 2, section 6.3).
These counterexamples are no empirical counterexamples: dynamical equations never 'follow' (by a 'Popperian modus tollens')
from the empirical facts F.

;o

(100) Lakatos (1970), p.114, r.27-28.
(101) Lakatos (1970), p.121, note 2.
(102) Lakatos (1970), p.118, r.11-12.

35

(103) The (empirically corroborated) F .-satisfies the first sense
of 'novel fact' as discussed in note (72). It does not satisfy
the chronological requirement of 'novel fact' in the second sense.
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(104) Primarily Lakatos (1970), pages 117, 118 and 119.
(105) Lakatos (1970), p.119, r.5-6. The distinction between
'given' and 'new' fact clearly demarcates between F and E respectively.
We conclude that E now is a 'novel fact' in the second sense of
note (72); its empirical corroboration is predicted, anticipated,
by T'.
(.:1.Q§.) Lakatos (1970), p.117, r. 8-9.

(107) See in particular: 'As regards auxiliary hypotheses we
10 propose to lay down the rule that only those are acceptable whose
introduction does not diminish the degree of falsifiability or
testability of the system in question, but, on the contrary, increases it' (Popper (1959), p.82, r.37 - p.83, r.2).
And why should one prefer this rule above a 'conventionalist
15 strategem' ? Popper's answer: 'The only way to avoid conventionalism is by taking a decision: the decision not to apply its
methods' (Popper (1959), p.82, r.11-12).
(1,Q§) Lakatos puts it short when he says: '••• science as a whole

can be regarded as a huge research programme with Popper's su20 preme heuristic rule: 'devise conjectures which have more empirical content than their predecessors' ' (Lakatos (1970), p.132,
r.22-24). This comprehends the well-known Popperian rules that one
should strive towards theories with larger falsifiability ('boldness'), empirical content, simplicity, verisimilitude, and smal25 ler probability.

30

35

(109) See again note (105). As stated already in note (72), excess content (the Popperian sense) is reached already without
chronological requirements.
Note: in the text (e.g. p.30, r.17 etc.) we have adopted Lakatos' terminology, implying that corroboration of the 'content' of
E would be a corroboration of E itself. In the strictly Popperian
sense, corroboration of the 'content' of E would of course be a
falsification of E (see again notes (73) and (?4)l
(110) 'This idea is not entirely new' (Lakatos (1970), p.123, r.
14).
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(111) 'Some such standards have been well-known for centuries,
and we find them expressed in age-old wisecracks against ad hoc
explanations, empty prevari~ations, face saving, linguistic
tricks' (Lakatos (1970), p. 117, r.7-9). In a footnote, Lakatos
gives the example of the 'virtus dormitiva' of Moliere's doctors.
Another example is said to be Teilhard de Chardin, who explained
why a dog is more lively than a tortoise: it has a larger 'degree of vitalisation'.
Such ad hoc-explanations are then knocked out by the 'wisecrack' that next to the ex:planandum (F) also some second empirical fact (E) has to be explained by ito Obviously, this second
fact must exist, or in other words: the statement E must be accepted as empirically corroborated; as long as the second fact
is not actually there we are little further than the 'degree of
vitalisation'. Also Nagel stresses a similar point: 'A reasonable••• condition is the requirement that the explanatory premisses be compatible with established empirical facts (compare:
our present F; J.L.Ev.) and be in addition 'adequately supported' ••• by evidence (compare: our present E; J.L.Ev.) based on
data other than the observational data upon which the acceptance
of the explicandum (F; L.J.Ev.) is based' (Nagel (1961), p.43,
r.32-36). This additional requirement then 'seeks not only to
exclude so-called ad hoc premisses for which there is no evidence whatsoever. It also .seeks, among other things, to eliminate explanations that are in a sense circular and therefore
trivial because one or more of the premisses is established (and
perhaps can be established) only by way of the evidence used
to establish the ex.plicandum' (ibid, p.43, r.38 - p.44-, r.1);
'The explanation would have doubtful merit if no••• independent evidence C.-o uld be given' (ibid, p.44-, r.10-11). Despite
some slight differences Nagel's point is clearly also applicable
here to our present case.
With the chronological requirement (i.e. E must be a prediction) the 'wisecrack' stems from ~.o. Leibnitz, as reported by Lakatos himself (Lakatos (1970), p.123, r.14-17; for
some further discussion see there until p.124, r.12).
We comment that it is doubtful whether the 'wisecrack' works:
it doesn't seem to knock out the 'explanation' that 'everything'
happens because it is 'God's will'; a hypothesis which ex.plains
as many facts as you want (and is therefore also empirically

1

falsifiable). This pseudo-explanation is better criticized by the
more general rule that there must be independent arguments for the
explanans. (see p.35, r.2-5).

(112) See in note (6).
( ill) 'If a scientific theory • • • conflicts with some factual
propositions we do not have to decide which - explicit or 'hidden' - part to replace. We may try to replace aDl part and only
when we have hit on an explanation of the anomaly with the help
of some content-increasing change (or auxiliary hypotheses), and
10 nature corroborates it, do we move on to eliminate the 'refuted'
complex' (Lakatos (1970), p.125, r.7-14). And:
'We never reject a specific theory simply b y ~ . If we have
an inconsistency like the one mentioned, we do not have to decide
which ingredients of the theory we regard as problematic and which
15 ones as unproblematic: we regard all ingredients as problematic in
the light of the conflicting accepted basic statement and try to
replace all of them. If we succeed in replacing some ingredient
in a 'progressive' way (that is, the replacement has more corroborated empirical content than the original), we call it 'falsi20 fied' ' (ibid., p.125, r. 30-37).
5

(.:1,li) See Lakatos' phrasing 'redirecting the modus tollens' to A

(in note (46) ). The idea would be, that every derivation necessarily involves A. In a fo:rmula: there are no observational statements L with
P /\ B t- L
25
•
0

30

Because for such an L, one would have that U is a part of P0 , and
therefore the 'hard core' P0 would have to be rejected. The S of
(3.7;) would be empty.
But the 'modus tollens' seems a corpus alienum in the Lakatosian
philosophy- (see also note (83), r.21-24).

(fil) 'Within a research programme 'minor crucial experiments' between subsequent versions are quite common' (Lakatos (1970), p.157,
r.20-21). In the case of 'a clash between two research programmes
••• we may need a 'major crucial experiment' ' (ibid, p.158, r.1-2).

35

(.11§) 'Within a rese.arch programme 'minor crucial experiments' be-

tween subsequent versions are quite common. Experiments easily
'decide' between then-th and (n + 1) - th scientific version,
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since then+ 1 - th is not only inconsistent with then - th,
but also supersedes it' ~ (Lakatos (1970), p.157, r.20-24.).

Notes on chapter 4: How impossible is a direct experimental hit
on a narrowly specified theoretical target?

5

(112) Lakatos (1970), p.184-, r.27-28.

-

(118) For a heuristics in which invariance plays a central role:
see Post (1971) (especially ch. III and IV).
(.112,) Following Quine, we circumscribe an analytical statement

10

15

20

25

30

35

as a statement which is true by virtue of the meanings of the
occurring terms (Quine (1953), p.130, r.11-12; also p.161, r.910). The meanings of the scientific terms therefore in principle
'define' a set of analytically true statements. Let us denote its
intersection with T (that is, the analytical part of T) with AT.
These statements cannot be refuted by empirical facts only. Yet,
they also do not 'hold, come what may', as Quine would have it.
All analytically true statement becomes false (sometimes even analytically false) when the meanings of its terms change properly.
Therefore, .A-r can be refuted by any process involving sufficient
meaning changes. auch a process can also involve the discovery
of empirical facts; thus empirical facts can play an essential
part in the refutation of analytical statements.
A historical example is the statement
H: 'one rotation of the earth lasts 24 x 60 x 60 seconds'.
0
Before 1948, this H0 was analytically true by virtue of the meaning of 'second' (the second was thus defined). But from 1948 on,
one discovered irregularities in the revolutions of the moon (on
the northern hemisphere a summer day is about 0,030 sec. shorter
than a winter day). Also, one found better ways to define 'second'
(in 1955 the now best way was found: one second is defined as
9192631770 periods of the radiation from the transition between
two hyperfine-levels of the groundstate of c,s 133 ). Both findings
are dependent on each other: i) the 'standard clock' which 'defines' the second cannot show irregularities according to its own
standards; these can only be demonstrated by means of another
'clock' embodying another meaning of 'second'; only if this other
meaning is adopted it becomes possible to say that H0 is false,
ii) 'atomic clocks' can only be 'better' because the moon revo-
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lutions are irregular whereas they themselves are not. (An independent argument in favour of atomic clocks: there are arbitrary ·
many of them, they can control each other and show no deviations
from each other). Thus this ~heocy-change and this meaning-change
were mutually dependent and interwoven processes; they together
conaituted one process which falsified H0 ~

This sort of processes, demonstrating that meaning-factors can
play an important role in rejection-strategies and heuristics,
is entirely discarded in the philosophy of Popper, who is proud
10 to understand that meanings play no role in science, that 'definitions are always supremely uninteresting', and that discussing
'scientific language' can only concern verbal matters. In this
respect we hold that philosophy of science badly needs a (late)
lesson from Logical Positivism, and that the superseding of Car15 nap by Popper - if this ever took really place - involved a huge
'Kuhn loss' (Carnap at least tried to identify AT). Lakatos already mentioned the possibility to construct a T' by 'semantical
reinterpretation' of T (Lakatos (1970), p.118, r.10-11).
For Popper, H would presumably be an unfalsifiable and therefore
0
20 entirely irrefutable statement; processes involving meaning-changes find no place in his meaningiess ideology.
(16Q.) The reader is reminded of the definition of 'experimentum·

crucis' in (3.45).

25

(121) The reader is reminded of our discussion in section IIE.1.
of chapter 3.
(122) One might go further and ask whether such a change in Boe
may even be so big that it changes the outcome of an experimentum

cru.cis C. (from (3.49) into (3.50) or vice versa). But even in
l.
such an extreme case, we can maintain (4.8) in the sense that c
1
30 does give a unique and definite vote for either Tor T'xv, albeit
so that the outcome would have been different if the background
knowledge would have remained Bee instead of BC:XAY•
Anyhow, the case of different background knowledges is formally
accommodated by us in the requirement of proliferation of the
35 'divisions' D~.
The more one urges the questions about the mutual influence between background knowledge anq__empirical outcomes to the extreme,

1

the more it becomes obscure to see exactly~ is being questioned. The present writer feels that it is not the logicalempirical nature of our method which is affected; rather, it
seems that we are here touching upon the limits of empirical
5
method. These limits are obscured by clouds, and can be cleared
up more and more by a proliferation of more and more different
'divisions' D« which fire empirical bullets to the seemingly
unattainable 'theoretical targets' !rom different points of view.
The total conjunction of the different results gives a more and
10 more thorough and complete empirical cross-examination of even
the most abstract theory. It 1s this process to which the title
of the present chapter refers.

(123) See again note (52). Also here, an extreme urging of the
15

questions about the influence of background knowledge leads to
problems which still are obscure.
(.fil) See also note (41) again.

(125)

As presented in note (31).

(~) We have asserted (on p. 43, r.4-8) that Lakatos has not
given such a requirement an easy place in his methodology. The
20 reason is that he wants it to hold £or fil. empirical sucesses K
of T (see (3.60) ), that in addition T'produces a novel fact,
and that T'is in accordance with the specific initial outlooks
of~- It is not clear to us whether such a demanding accumulation of requirements can always be met. In our case, allowing
25 a.o. an inductive heuristics, it is easier to build in a (small)
number of results K.
(fil) Thia is easier for us than for Lakatos; see the foregoing

note.
(~) Popper (1963), addendum 3, and Popper (1972), sections
30 2.7-11 and 9.5-7: Popper discusses 'consequences' of theories,
we discuss observational consequences only; thus Lf and T"; are
not the Popperian 'truth content' resp. 'falsity content' of T1 ,
but only the observational parts of them.
Popper replaces~ (i.e. his 'contents' Cn (a) ) by numbers
35 (his 'content measure' ct(a) ). But this quantitative approach
leaves the door wide open for the qualitative phenomenon of

1

5

10

15

Kuhn(oid)-losses •
.More general:
1) if vs (T ) > vs (T ), then it does not follow that both t ~
2
2
1
~ t
and r ~ f (where t 1 and r are the truth-content mea1
2
1
1
sure resp. falsity-content measure of T1 );
2) even if we would have t ~ t then it does not follow that
2
1
the truth content of T2 embraces the one of T1 ,
3) neither that ~
embraces 'i: 1 •
2
Thus the Popperian rule to strive towards the largest verisimilitude (or even: truth-content measure) still allows a non-empty
set L / i: 2 of Kubn(oid) losses which are not noticed in the
1
quantitative formalism.
(It is even so that falsifications could be unnoticed. If the verisimilitude is defined as
t - f
V = 2-t-f

), then v ~ 1 implies t = 1 but
r can take any value but 1. Thus even when we have reached the
Popperian aim of verisimilitude 1, then still it is possible that
f s 0,99 and that there are many false statements in the theory).
(see Popper (1972), p.3,.., r. 22

20

25

( ~ ) \le are adopting here the traditional tripartition or a theory into
1) the syntax, which specifies the formal, 'grammatical' structure

of the expressions,
2) the semantics, which specifies the meanings of the expressions,
3) the pragmatics, which specifies what people do with the expressions.

It is in the pragmatics that one discusses methodological rules
like 'if statement Sis empirically falsified, then reject S' or
30

'if statement Sis unsufficiently inductively supported, then do
not accept S' etc.
(j_jQ) See the 5

th and 6 th quotation in note (18).

(12,1) This is not to be removed by a 'better measurement technique';

that would only diminish the experimental error but doesn't make*
observable.

35 (1;2) See Zahar (1973b), especially chapter 2.

1

(.:1.2.2,) An allusion to note

(56).

(2.}i) The reader will not confuse this replacement with a sim-

5

ple conventional change of units, like the usual putting 1i" = c =
1 in Relativistic Quantum Physics. In our case, the dimension
remains Joulesec and thus the replacementis a genuine difference.

Considering different competing values of ii can of course also
be represented as considering -Ji to be a bound variable of which
the value is established by measurement. This phrasing is closer
to the usual physical way of thinking; the difference with our
10 general way of expression is only a formal one. Our disagreement
with the Duhem-Quine-holism then shows up in two levels.
First, we can take {i to be the only part of T which is considered
a variable. Then Quine might say: any value of ti can be held true
come what may. We say: no; the choice between T and T' µ is not
3
15 a matter of convention, but is decided by empirical outcomes. ·:
All the empirical laws of Quantum Mechanics in which -I, occurs
are crucial experiments in .favour of T and against T '!JI, ( those
without~ , e.g. the distance of two spots in a Stern-Gerlachexperiment, are neutral).
20 To this, Quine could answer: but in T' 1-t we were not allowed
3
to make 'drastic enough adjustments elsewhere in the system'.
The 'network' was pinned. Our reply can be twofold. First we can
say that it is exactly an advantage or our method that such 'adjustments' are now not to the point: we have the logical-empiri25 cal datum that Tis by far empirically superior t o ~ T' fl
3
and that their only difference is the value of~.
Second, we can allow Quine to make 'adjustments' elsewhere. This
means that, next to -ti, also other parts of T are made variable.
Then our method says that Tis as yet empirically superior
30 (not: simpler 9 conventionally more useful) to T';µ, if we involve
sufficient enough further crucial experiments (ultimately the
set~ of all empirical successes in the domain of validity of
non-relativistic Quantum Mechanics) for all the different T'AV,
each of which keeps a sufficient\Ylarge part of the 'network'
:,5 pinned.
The concrete example can easily be worked out. Let us for the
sake of argument only make the electroncharge
38
e = - 1,6020 • 10-19 coulomb.
6
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variable. Then this value can be fixed by, say, the distance between the two spots of a Stern-Gerlach e!J:eriment (a .formula
which doesn't contain~). Next, measure i, in the eigenfrequencies of the lzy'drogen-spectrum. More general: for N variables,
find N empirical laws which lead to N independent equations
which then can be solved. The only remaining conventional elements,
after thorough enough empirical cross-examinations, are the wellknown conventions like overall sign of electrical charges etc.
(.fil) For instance, in our example the measurement may not contain (4.18) in its theory.

(.1.i§) For instance:

'looking back into history, we find that for
every rule one might want to defend, there exist circumstances
where progress was made by breaking the rule' (Feyerabend (1970a),
p.2?8.) This quotation explicitly mentions the purpose 1l' = 'pro15 gress'. We entirely agree with Feyerabend's view that insight is
gained by comparing methodological rules with the !acts or scientific research, and showing the difference (ibid, p.277). We disagree with his conclusion that methodology can therefore at best
be 'chaotic' and with his 'move awe::, from methodology' (ibid, p.
20 278).
(.122) 'History 'falsifies' Falsificationism (and any other Metho-

dology)' (Lakatos (1971a), p.109, r.33-34), and: 'no set of human judgments is completely rational and thus no rational reconstruction can ever coincide with actual history' (ibid, p.116,
25 r.13-15). See also ibid, p.118, r.28-30 and p.121, r.28-31.

Notes on chapter

1

5

10

5:

Against 'holisms' and 'hard cores'
the
(~) Lakatos (1970), p.184, r.26-31. And 'strong interpretation
••• excludes any rational selection rule among the alternatives'
(Lakatos (1970), p.184, r.32-33). It seems to us that this was
not intended by Duhem ('good sense', modus tollens - see section
I of ch. 3) or Quine ( 'considerations of equilibrium', pragmatics), but we are not going to join Lakatos' wordplay with 'rational' here (see Lakatos (1970), p.185, notes 1 and 2). One
should replace 'rational' by 'logical-empirical' (which is not
the same) here; that will give a better representation of the
Du.hem-Quine-thesis (see also p.9, r.27-29). With this 'strong
interpretation' we also disagree.
rb

(2.2i) But isn't unfair to Quine to use more empirical informa-

tion Ci •• th4n only F? 'wasn't Quine only talking about the relation between T and F? No he wasn't: he stated that'any state15 ment can be held true come what ma.y: Quine, as it were, almost
challenges us to exert as much empirical pressure as possible on
the 'theoretical target' R, claiming that he is always able to
maintain it. So we come with the crucial experiments between T
and T'A-V and claim that it is up to the empirical results, and
20 not to the conventional decision, whether R holds or not ••
(140) Lakatos (1970), p.186, r.26. It is unclear to us how just
this is, in view of the unclear position of the 'Popperian modus
tollens' in Lakatos' general views (see p.41, r.25-~4). The 'modus tollens' restricts the 'theoretical target' R within U; that
25 may affect Quine's 'weak thesis'.

(fil) 'The weak interpretation hits only dogmatic, not methodological falsificationism' (Lakatos (1970), p.184, r.29-30).
(142) Lakatos (1970), p.187, r.12.

30

(143) Counterexamples might be: the proof of H0 on p.36, r.'2:/29, and the refutation of H0 in note (122).

(144) The Lakatosian scientist finds himself confronted with a
horrible dilemma.
If he ignores the logical-empirical-heuristical research m_ of
34 chapter 4, he promotes himself to the position of the God of the
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Calvinists. The fredestination-doctrine, stemming from St. Augustine, holds that God decides in advance which people go to heaven
and which to hell, and those people are therefore 'good' resp.
'bad'. It is not the other way round, where people go to heaven
5 or hell in accordance with their basic virtues. There is no scientific method in God's decision, and people are only good because
He has decided so. There is no method in the election of a 'hard
core', and it only holds against criticisms because the Lakatosian scientist has decided so. In both cases, something has a
10 virtue because it gets the award. In both cases, there is a little
pill to mitigate fate. The Calvinist can still lead a 'good ethical life' and so contribute to the realisation of Gods plans with
the world. The Lakatosian scientist can still lead a good life,
because he will only change an auxiliary hypothesis when it pre15 diets a 'novel fact'; he so contributes to the realization of the
initial outlooks about the world. But the basic sin is not removed in either case.
The other horn of the dilemma is that the Lakatosian scientist accepts the research-possibilitiesm, as outlined in chapter 4.
20 The proposed research-strategy !§."t be difficult and time-consuming,
in fact, that research may last the same order of duration as a
Lakatosian 'research programme'. When he nevertheless chooses his
'hard core' in advance, he finds himself in the position of a clairvoyant.
25 Of course this all is not to say that clairvoyants always give
wrong predictions or that the Calvinist predestination-fate is always at variance with people's virtues. But for scientific method,
we hold the principle on p.60, r.2?-29 to be a strong recommendation.
(145) See again note (132).

30

(.1!±§.) Lakatos (1970), p.18?, r.10-1?: 'The sophisticated falsifi-

cationist ••• sees nothing wrong with a group of brilliant scientists conspiring to pack everything they can into their favorite
research programme ('conceptual framework', if you wish) with a
sacred hard core. As long as their genius-and luck-enables them
35 to expand their programme 'progressively, while sticking to its
hard core, they are allowed to do it. And if a genius comes determined to replace ('progressively') a most uncontested and corro38 borated theory which he happens to dislike on philosophical, aes-

1

thetic or personal grounds, good luck to him'.
The point is that Lakatos does not demarcate between a 'genius
dislike' and a plain 'prejudiced dislike'. And one would not
expect such a demarcation from Lakatos, who wants to stay far
from 'mob psychology'.
(147) Paraphrasing o! the foregoing note.
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List of symbols and terms
Symbol
T

H1
n
B

L
F
S
P
T
0
R
N

f}
0
G

~

P0
A

SA

T'
K

cAV
i

Q

Meaning

Introduced on

p.1, r.3-5
Scientific theory
p.1, r.?-16
Independent statement of T
p.1, r.6
The number of statements Hi in T
p.2, r.1-22
Background knowledge, combined with T
Observational statement, derived from T p.4, r.4-5
p.4, r.1-27
Empirical falsifier of T
'Suspect' part of T
p.5, r.36-p.6, r.3
'Protected' part of T
p.6, r.3-9
Actually preserved part of T
p.6, r.41-p.7, r.2
Actually rejected part of T
p.6, r.35-41
New part of the theory which replaces R p.17, r.1-4
Parts of T to which the 'Popperian
p.11,r.24
modus tollens' is directed in
p.12,r.8-9
{
Popper's account
p.1~,r.6-19
Part of T to which the'modus tollens' is
p.11,r. 21 ;p.12,
not directed ' in Popper's account
r.10;p.19,r.35-36
An observational statement with neither
p.16,r.19-34;
T /\ B r- G nor T A B J- 7 G.
note(33)
'Research programme' in the sense 0£ Lakatos, p.27, r.26-28
'Hard core' of §'l
p.27, r.33
'Auxiliary hypotheses' in T = P A A
p.28, r.16-22
0
Part of A which can be replaced in a
p.34,r.16-19
'theoretically progressive' way
Alternative theory next to T
passim
p.70,r.14-p.71,r.26
A 'Kuhn-loss'
or 'Kuhnoid loss'
p.17,r.33-p.18,r.7
Experimentum cruels between T and Tiv
p.46,r.35-36
The set of statements in which a theory
note (33)
must be complete
Arbitrary part of T
p.45,r.6-31
New part to substitute for R~
p.45,r.9-10
Alternative theory, constructed out of
p.45,r.9-11
T by replacing RA by Nv
p.46,r.1?-19
'Division' of the scientific world
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ERRATA AND ADDENDA
1

Erratum p.13, r.29: the four premisses in the example (3.18)
violate our assumption of independence.
Erratum p.22, r.37 : 'H can derive M' should be: 'H can be indispensible in deriving M'.

5

10

Addendum p.23, r.11: Since Mis itself a universal statement (H
is of h,igh, M of ~edium and L of low generality), its truthvalue
can only be ascertained in case of an empirical falsification of
some L (Exactly~ was the big difference between empirical
verification (never ascertaining of the truth-value) and empirical falsification (quick ascertaining of the truth-value, after
already one F) of a universal statement M). Thus the 'levels of
universality'-considerations reduce to empirical falsification.
Addendum p.52, r.32: The original Tis, say, 'snow is red and
grass is red '.

15

Erratum p.56, r.11: Wrong: -t:i also occurs independently in the
commutation-rules
[Px, qx] = ii,
etc•(a.o. in ?e, ).
Erratum p.73, r.4 : 'Schools' should be: 'communities'.
Erratum p.95, r.29-30: 'Tis empirically superior to T' µ.'
3
should be: ' T is empirically superior to any T ')v which contains

20

(4. 29)
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